
Antique sale 873 to be held on 20th Mar 2024 and 21st Mar of 2024

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

20th of March
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts 10am

20th of March
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 2pm

20th of March
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 3pm

21st of March
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Sale starts at 10am

21st of March
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 10.30am

21st of March
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 10.45am

21st of March
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 11am

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 15th March 9am - 5pm
Saturday 16th March 9am - 12 noon
Monday 18th March 9am - 5.30pm
Tuesday 19th March 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A 9ct yellow gold identity bracelet with 22 9ct yellow charms, gross weight 112 grams gross ( photo centre
pages ) £1100-1400

2 Forty three, 22ct yellow gold commemorative coins - The Kings and Queens of England by John Pinches, each
3.1 grams (133 grams total weight) ( photo centre pages ) £4600-4800

3 A set of five 22ct yellow gold commemorative coins - The Concorde 50th Anniversary Gold 5 Coin Definitive
Sovereign Proof Set, comprising 1/4 sovereign, 1/2 sovereign, sovereign, double sovereign and five pound
coin, dated 2019, gross weight 70 grams, in original fitted case with paper work ( photo centre pages )
£2500-2800

4 A pair of yellow metal 9ct oval engraved and enamelled cufflinks 11 grams £140-180

5 A half sovereign 1911 £150-180

6 A yellow metal 18ct bangle 7.3 grams, 60mm diam. £180-220

7 A sovereign 1911 £320-360

8 An 18th Century yellow metal and enamelled oval mourning ring inscribed Ann Pearson OB.26.APR.1779 size
G 1/2, 3.2 grams £120-150

The glass is cracked

9 A sovereign 1910 £320-360

10 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet, gross weight 29.4 grams £350-400

11 A sovereign 1907 £320-360

12 A yellow and white metal 750 mesh bracelet 17.4 grams, 18cm £200-250

13 A sovereign 1904 £320-360

14 A 2 colour 750 bracelet 11.2 grams, 18cm £280-340

15 A sovereign 1911 £320-360

16 A yellow metal 750 flat link necklace, 19 grams, 48cm £500-550

17 A sovereign 1905 £320-360

18 A 3 colour 14k necklace, 18 grams, 40cm £340-380

19 A sovereign 1904 £320-360

20 A yellow metal 18ct necklace 5.2 grams, 44cm £120-150

21 A sovereign 1912 £320-360

22 A 9ct yellow gold mounted oval cameo brooch 45mm £40-60

23 A white metal 9k diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 0.4ct surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds and
diamonds to the shoulder 0.2ct, size J, 2 grams £300-400

24 A white metal mounted diamond pendant approx. 0.5ct on a 9ct white gold 44cm chain £350-400

25 A white metal oval cornflower sapphire and baguette and brilliant cut diamond cluster ring, the sapphire 1.25ct,
the diamonds 0.5ct, size D 1/2 4.2 grams ( photo centre pages ) £800-1000

26 A 9ct yellow gold oval cameo portrait pendant 60mm £60-80

27 A white metal 18ct diamond cluster ring approx. 0.5ct, 3.5 grams, size F £300-400

28 A white metal platinum oval cut single stone diamond ring, approx. 1.5ct, colour H, clarity VS2, with a GIA
certificate no.6431769448, size H, 6.2 grams ( photo centre pages ) £5000-6000
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29 A white metal 18ct half eternity ring set with brilliant cut channel set diamonds approx. 0.7ct, size I 1/2
£300-400

30 A sovereign 1879 £320-360

31 A white metal 18ct diamond cluster ring approx. 0.25ct, 3.5 grams, size F £150-180

32 A half sovereign 1909 £150-180

33 A white metal 18ct marquise diamond ring approx. 0.5ct, size E 1/2, 2.7 grams £300-400

34 A half sovereign 1914 £150-180

35 A 9ct yellow gold gate bracelet with heart padlock 11.7 grams, 18cm £140-180

36 A yellow metal brilliant cut amethyst ring 9.9 grams, size J 1/2 £150-180

37 A half sovereign 1898 £150-180

38 A yellow metal 18ct single stone diamond ring approx. 0.3ct, colour F/G, 30SI1, size M 1/2 £200-250

39 A half sovereign 1911 £150-180

40 A yellow metal dagger brooch 7.7 grams £140-180

41 A half sovereign 1912 £150-180

42 A white metal 18ct wedding band, size O 1/2, 6 grams £150-180

43 A yellow metal enamelled hardstone seal 2.1 grams, 2cm £50-75

44 Two yellow metal 9ct gem set rings size O, 4 grams £50-75

45 Kat Florence, an 18ct yellow gold oval cut red tourmaline ring approx. 1.13ct, the shoulders with brilliant cut D
flawless diamonds 0.35ct, size P, 4 grams, with original paperwork stating flawless diamonds and original box
£1600-1800

46 Five 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, sizes K, L, M, M, N, 9.7 grams £120-150

47 A 9ct and 18ct yellow and white metal diamond set ring approx. 0.02ct, size U, 6.2 grams £80-100

48 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold wedding band, 11mm wide, 11.9 grams, size S £150-180

49 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size L 1/2, 2.7 grams £80-120

50 A white metal 9ct oval opal ring, 3.9 grams, size I £150-180

51 A platinum, emerald cut single stone diamond ring approx. 0.5ct, the colour G/H, clarity SI1, 5.6 grams, size J
1/2 £1000-1400

52 A yellow metal gem set 5 section ring, 3.2 grams, size K £50-75

One stone is missing

53 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size M, 3.3 grams £160-190

54 A white metal 585 gem set clasp on an agate, cultured pearl and green stone necklace 50cm £80-100

55 A white metal plat. double half eternity ring approx. 0.4ct, 5.2 grams, size J £200-250

56 An oval yellow metal 9ct carved cameo brooch with a chariot scene £60-80

57 A yellow metal 18ct ring 4.6 grams, size S £100-140

58 A white metal plat. 2 stone diamond cross over ring, approx. 1ct, 3 grams, size Q ( photo centre pages )
£1000-1400

59 A yellow metal 18ct 5 stone diamond ring, approx. 0.35ct size Q 1/2, 3 grams £160-190

60 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, size R, 4.1 grams £130-160

61 A yellow metal 9ct pearl and garnet ring, size P, 3 grams £40-50

62 A yellow metal 9ct expanding bangle, 5.7 grams £70-90

63 A 9ct yellow gold wedding band size K and a signet ring size L, 6 grams £80-100

64 A yellow metal 14k gem set oval ring, size M, 5.2 grams £70-90

65 A yellow metal 9ct cross pendant and a chain, gross weight 10 grams £130-160

66 A 9ct yellow gold textured bangle 16.6 grams £200-240
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67 Two yellow metal mounted hardstone pendants £80-100

68 Two yellow metal 18ct sapphire and diamond cluster rings, sizes J and K, 5 grams £100-140

69 A lady's 18ct yellow gold Huguenin automatic wristwatch on a 9ct gold bracelet, gross weight 19.7 grams
£140-180

70 A lady's 18ct yellow gold Omega wristwatch and bracelet, gross weight including glass 19.7 grams £440-540

71 A white metal plat. 5 stone diamond ring approx. 1ct, size J, 3.5 grams £300-400

72 A white metal marquise sapphire and diamond ring, the sapphires approx. 1ct, brilliant cut diamonds approx.
0.75ct, size J, 3.5 grams £400-500

73 A Roman style yellow metal cabochon garnet set cross pendant with Etruscan style decoration 4.7 grams,
35mm £250-300

74 A 9ct yellow gold diamond and ruby bangle, the 3 diamonds 0.20ct, the 2 rubies 0.30ct, 50mm diam., 7 grams
£250-300

75 A Roman style oval gold pendant set with a rough cut garnet with Etruscan style decoration 3.5 grams, 25mm
diam. £250-300

76 A 9ct yellow gold signet ring size M, 2.9 grams and 2 9ct gem set rings size L and P, gross weight 6.2 grams,
total gross weight 9.2 grams £90-120

77 A Roman style yellow metal cross pendant set with a cabochon cut garnet 8.1 grams, 60mm x 30mm
£300-350

78 A white metal 14ct aquamarine pendant, the stone approx. 15mm x 10mm. 6.1 grams £100-140

79 A strand of cultured pearls with a 9ct yellow gold pearl set clasp 74cm £50-75

80 A gentleman's vintage steel cased Omega automatic constellation calendar wristwatch contained in a 35mm
case, the case numbered 168.004, the movement numbered 24422008 ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

This watch is in working order

81 A gentleman's steel cased Tag Heuer Aquaracer steel cased calendar wristwatch with silvered dial, the dial
marked 300m, contained in a 40mm case, the back numbered WAF1112, the bracelet FAA016 with 2 spare
links original box £300-400

This watch is in working order, the case and strap are scratched

82 A gentleman's mid-century steel cased Jaeger LeCoultre Club calendar wristwatch with automatic movement,
contained in a 35mm case ( photo centre pages ) £350-400

This watch is in working order

83 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 37cm, ditto pearl ring size O and an amethyst ditto size M 1/2, gross weight 8.1
grams £70-90

84 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band 2.9 grams, size T £80-100

85 A yellow metal 9ct bracelet 14.7 grams, 18cm £180-220

86 A yellow metal 9ct necklace, 46cm, 4.4 grams £60-80

87 A yellow metal 9ct necklace 35cm, a ditto 34cm, a bracelet 12cm, 3 small pieces of chain and a stud, 9.8
grams £120-150

88 An Art Deco white metal platinum diamond cocktail watch, gross weight including glass 19.3 grams, together
with 1 spare link £180-220

89 A 9ct yellow gold engine turned cigarette case with monogram 97.2 grams gross ( photo centre pages )
£1100-1400

90 A yellow metal muff chain, 168cm, 52 grams ( photo centre pages ) £600-700

91 An Edwardian yellow metal 15ct bracelet 14.4 grams, 18cm £260-320

92 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with heart padlock, 18 grams, 18cm £220-260
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93 A Victorian style yellow metal 9ct amethyst 7 stone bracelet, 39.1 grams gross, the amethysts 12mm x 10mm,
18cm ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

94 A yellow metal cross pendant set with rubies and seed pearls 20mm, 2.5 grams £100-140

95 An 18th Century yellow metal mourning ring with enamelled decoration and painted panel, with engraved
inscription 'John Borrer died dated Sept 1793 aged 32 yrs', 8.6 grams, size K £140-180

The shank is split

96 A yellow metal 18ct hardstone signet seal ring size P, 10.2 grams £200-250

The stone is cracked

97 A yellow metal 19th Century  watch key with swivel carved hardstone terminal 6.4 grams, 50mm £80-120

98 A yellow metal 9ct muff chain, 160cm, 16.8 grams £200-250

99 A gentleman's yellow metal 18ct mine cut diamond ring approx. 0.75ct, size L 1/2, 9.49 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £400-500

100 A Victorian yellow metal turquoise enamel and seed pearl set ribbon brooch 17.7 grams, 55mm ( photo centre
pages ) £150-180

There are 2 bruises to the enamel

101 A 19th Century gilt metal carved rock crystal double swivel seal 32mm £80-100

102 A yellow metal 15ct necklace with a yellow metal articulated charm 120cm, 23.2 grams £440-480

103 A yellow metal 9ct rope twist bangle 8.6 grams £100-140

104 A George III 18ct yellow gold key wind pocket watch with enamelled dial and seconds at 6 o'clock, London
1817, maker George Clarke movement numbered 4836, contained in a 55mm case, gross weight 130 grams
£500-700

The hoop, winder and glass are missing and the watch is not working

105 A Victorian 18ct yellow gold key wind pocket watch by Jas. McCabe with seconds at 6 o'clock, the movement
numbered 01539, contained in a 50mm case, gross weight 97 grams £400-500

The watch is not working order and the hoop is replaced

106 A lady's yellow metal 18k fob watch with engraved monogram and enamelled dial, the movement engraved Le
Coultre & Co, contained in a 25mm case, 13.7 grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

107 A Victorian yellow metal coral bead brooch, a pair of ditto earrings for pierced ears, 4 ditto studs £150-200

108 A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet with 2 extra links, 18cm, 16 grams £180-220

109 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 50cm, 10.4 grams £140-180

110 A 19th Century  yellow metal seal and minor jewellery, gross weight 19.5 grams £100-140

111 A yellow metal fox head bar brooch and 5 others, gross weight 16.6 grams £120-150

112 A yellow metal repousse brooch and minor gold jewellery and links 11.9 grams gross £140-180

113 An Edwardian yellow metal turquoise ring size K 1/2, ditto P 1/2, another size J, 2 bar brooches, gross weight
13.3 grams £130-160

114 A yellow metal ring size K, 3 others - K, M and P, 3 tie pins and minor studs etc, gross weight 15.7 grams
£140-180

115 A 9ct yellow gold Etruscan style ring set with an oval cut ruby and 2 brilliant cut diamonds, the ruby 0.40ct, the
brilliant cut diamonds each 0.07, 7.8 grams, size P £300-400

116 A yellow metal fancy link necklace (a/f) with 9ct clasp, 35.3 grams £460-520

117 A Victorian yellow metal garnet floral spray brooch 55mm £100-150

118 A Victorian yellow metal garnet set lyre pendant 3.9 grams, 30mm £80-120

119 A Victorian yellow metal garnet set brooch 40mm £30-50

120 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size M, 4.5 grams £140-180
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121 A gentleman's 22ct yellow gold signet ring 7.7 grams, size P £200-250

122 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold ring, size K 1/2 together with 9ct yellow gold hardstone set ring size M, gross
weight 11.2 grams £80-120

123 A yellow metal 18ct citrine cluster ring, size L, together with a garnet ditto size K 1/2, a gem set ring (lacking 1
stone) size M and a wishbone ring size K, gross weight 12.4 grams £120-150

124 Two pairs yellow metal 9ct studs and 1 other 4.6 grams £40-60

125 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, size M, 2.9 grams £80-120

126 A 9ct yellow gold amethyst pendant and chain together with a 5 stone diamond ring, gross weight 6 grams
£50-75

127 A lady's white metal plat. diamond set cocktail watch on silk strap £80-120

128 A pair of 9ct yellow gold earrings 6.1 grams, a pair of gold plated tassel earrings and a bar brooch set an
amethyst £80-100

129 A yellow metal enamelled pendant, a gem set ditto, wristwatch and brooch £60-80

130 A strand of cultured pearls 78cm £50-70

131 A strand of cultured pearls with a 9ct yellow gold garnet and pearl set clasp 62cm £80-100

132 A 1940's gentleman's steel cased Rolex Oyster Speedking Precision ref 4220, contained in a 30mm case,
numbered 371329 ( photo centre pages ) £350-450

This watch is in working order, the dial is pitted and the case has minor scratches

133 A cased set of Edwardian yellow metal 9ct and 18ct octagonal studs with mother of pearl and cultured seed
pearls, cased £100-140

134 A George III silver key wind pocket watch, the enamelled dial with 2 subsidiary dials, the movement engraved
W M Howells London number 22, contained in a silver case and a 50mm outer case, London 1783 £150-200

The dial is cracked but the watch is in working order

135 A George III silver hunter pocket watch, the dial inscribed D & W Morice with subsidiary seconds dial, the
movement inscribed D & W Morice Fenchurch Street London, numbered 5558, dated London 1777, contained
in a 55mm outer case bearing an engraved monogram £150-200

The dial is cracked and pitted, the watch is currently not working

136 An early Georgian silver pair cased pocket watch with key wind movement, having an enamelled dial, numbers
and Roman numerals, the movement heavily engraved W Mitchel Molsley number 591, contained in an outer
50mm case ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

This watch is currently working, the marks are rubbed but possibly York

138 A half proof sovereign 1980, cased £150-200

139 A half proof sovereign 1980, cased £150-200

140 A silver charm bracelet, 41 grams £40-50

141 A silver maple leaf brooch and minor jewellery £30-40

142 A silver Albert and fob, thimble and bracelet 64 grams £40-60

143 A pair of gilt and tortoiseshell lorgnette, a ditto gilt pair £40-50

144 A silver charm bracelet and minor silver jewellery and a gilt watch £35-45

145 A 19th Century  in memoriam brooch and minor Victorian jewellery £40-60

146 Two pairs of Swedish silver enamel leaf ear clips 9.6 grams £30-40

147 A natural coral necklace 40cm, a silver belcher link chain hung a a hardstone pendant, a 925 pendant in the
form of an aeroplane and other minor jewellery £50-70

148 A Victorian miniature portrait brooch set seed pearls, a gilt necklace, amethyst cross and minor jewellery
£100-140
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149 A Victorian gilt garnet set necklace and ear studs £50-75

150 A silver ingot and chain 40 grams £40-50

151 A Victorian gilt turquoise set buckle in the form of a snake, a ditto brooch, necklace and locket £80-120

152 An Art Deco steel cased pocket dress watch with dial inscribed Marvin, having a subsidiary seconds dial,
45mm, contained in original case £40-60

This watch is in working order

153 An Art Deco white metal enamelled travelling timepiece with seconds at 6 o'clock 5cm £40-60

In working order, the case is chipped

154 An Art Deco plastic brooch in the form of a dragonfly, a gilt seal and minor jewellery £50-70

155 A lady's vintage steel cased International Watch Company automatic wristwatch contained in a 22mm case
numbered 1824806 2228 on an expanding bracelet £50-75

In working order

156 A vintage gilt floral brooch and minor vintage jewellery £30-40

157 A 9ct gold ring 2 grams, size M (lacking stones) and minor silver jewellery £30-40

158 A silver identity bracelet and minor silver  jewellery, 44 grams together with a small quantity of gilt
bracelets/necklaces £30-40

159 Six silver and enamelled Cymric buttons decorated with a longboat Birmingham 1902 by Liberty and Co (
photo centre pages ) £150-200

One is lacking its back hoop 3 have minor chips

160 A Russian 3 colour 9ct gold wedding ring 3.6 grams, size U £40-60

161 A pair of P Martick cast cufflinks decorated with African animals 19.3 grams £30-40

162 A pair of white metal 925 card suit cufflinks, 9.4 grams £30-40

163 A pair of white metal 925 cufflinks in the form of fish in fishing reels, 15.6 grams £30-40

164 A set of Edwardian style cast brass studs with foxes heads, cased £40-60

165 An Army issue metal cased black dial pocket watch inscribed Orita Watch Company with seconds at 6 o'clock
the movement numbered 9100611, contained in a 50mm case, the case numbered 120663, a compact and
minor watches, coins etc £40-50

166 A lady's Edwardian Continental silver fob watch, 2 pocket watches, 2 wristwatches £50-70

167 A pair of sterling silver 3 light candelabra, weighted, 30cm £150-200

168 A Victorian repousse silver rounded rectangular pin tray, London 1896, 21cm, 74 grams £60-80

169 An Edwardian rounded rectangular repousse silver pin tray decorated with flowers, Chester 1902, 74 grams,
18cm £60-80

170 A Victorian repousse silver needle holder with figural handle, London 1894, 6cm £150-200

171 A Victorian oval repousse silver tea caddy with scroll decoration London 1895, 8cm, 75 grams £50-70

172 A Victorian repousse silver heart shaped trinket box decorated with masks and scrolls London 1894, 104
grams, 9cm £100-150

173 A Victorian silver octagonal mug with engraved scroll decoration and fleur de lis, London 1861, 141 grams,
8cm £80-120

174 A Victorian repousse silver dome topped card case decorated with scrolls and flowers and vacant cartouche,
Chester 1899, 8.5cm £100-140

175 A cut glass silver mounted ink well with scroll repousse decoration, Birmingham 1901, 8.5cm £50-70

There are chips to the base

176 An oval silver capstan inkwell Birmingham 1946, 10cm £50-70
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177 A Danish silver yellow ground guilloche enamel circular table salt together with a ditto pepper, 5cm and 4cm
£80-100

178 A pair of Danish silver, pale blue and white guilloche enamel condiments in the form of toadstools, maker Ela,
49 grams, 4cm, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

179 A pair of Victorian repousse silver shell shaped salts Chester 1894, a ditto pair Chester 1906, 33 grams £60-80

180 A rectangular silver engine turned cigarette box on bracket feet Birmingham 1964, 13cm £40-50

181 An Edwardian repousse silver scallop dish with mask and scroll legs, Chester 1903, 128 grams, 13cm £60-80

182 A Victorian oval repousse silver tea caddy decorated with scrolls and flowers and vacant cartouche, Chester
1899, 11cm, 123 grams £100-150

183 A Victorian repousse silver baluster shaker with floral decoration Birmingham 1894, 17cm, 175 grams £80-100

184 A Victorian repousse baluster silver mug decorated with flowers and vacant cartouche, London 1896, 9cm, 201
grams ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

185 A Victorian ruby glass ewer with repousse silver plated mounts decorated with masks, 29cm £60-80

186 A pair of Edwardian repousse silver tapered spill vases decorated with flowers Birmingham 1902, 18cm ( photo
centre pages ) £180-220

187 A rounded rectangular 2 handled silver tray with Chippendale rim, Sheffield 1938, 1647 grams, 60cm ( photo
centre pages ) £450-550

188 A Victorian style repousse silver rectangular photograph frame with vacant cartouche and bevelled plate,
Sheffield 1991, 29cm £80-100

189 A Victorian style repousse silver backed hand mirror with vacant cartouche, mask and scroll decoration
Birmingham 1934 £30-50

190 A silver cigarette case with engraved decoration and monogram Birmingham 1927, gross weight 158 grams
£50-75

191 An Edwardian silver miniature wheelbarrow with pierced decoration Birmingham 1908, 9cm £50-75

192 A Victorian silver bell with figural handle 11cm, 126 grams £100-140

Rubbed hallmarks

193 A silver engine turned vesta with vacant cartouche and scroll decoration Birmingham 1919 £30-40

194 A Victorian silver and mother of pearl fruit knife Sheffield 1870, 2 other knives and a miniature silver windmill
£30-40

195 A Victorian style silver babies rattle Birmingham 1998, a napkin ring and an egg shaped rattle, 59 grams
£50-70

196 A Georgian style silver coaster Birmingham 2001, 12cm, a ditto Birmingham 2003 9cm £50-70

197 A Victorian repousse silver hand mirror decorated with scrolls and flowers and vacant cartouche London 1895
£30-40

198 A pair of Victorian silver table salts raised on hoof feet London 1864, a pair of Edwardian ditto decorated with
leaves London 1898, together with 4 spoons, all with liners, 172 grams £60-80

199 An Edwardian silver mounted globular scent bottle with cut glass body, decorated with scrolls Birmingham
1902, 11cm, a ditto Birmingham 1903, 9.5cm £60-80

200 Four repousse silver Victorian boat shaped table salts Birmingham 1891, with 4 spoons, 99 grams £40-60

201 A Victorian silver vesta Birmingham 1891 with ribbed decoration and a silver match sleeve holder Birmingham
1928 £40-60

202 A silver engraved presentation key - Ebenezer Methodist Church Sidemoor dated 1945, Birmingham 1936, 22
grams, cased £40-60
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203 A set of 6 silver apostle spoons Birmingham 1909 and a set of 6 Edwardian silver teaspoons with shield ends
London 1908, 102 grams, cased £40-50

204 A pair of Georgian style silver dwarf waisted candlesticks London 1860, 13cm £40-60

205 An Edwardian silver mounted rectangular toilet box Birmingham 1903 together with a mounted scent bottle
Birmingham 1898 £30-40

206 A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Birmingham 1937, Three Thai sterling forks and 3 spoons 148 grams £50-70

207 A silver bangle and minor silver condiment spoons 124 grams £40-60

208 A Russian silver table salt 2cm and minor silver condiments, weighable silver 125 grams £40-60

209 A Georgian style silver mustard pot Sheffield 1923, a trophy cup, 2 condiments, jug, sugar nips and spoon, 237
grams £60-80

210 A Victorian silver button hook Birmingham 1899 and 17 others £50-70

211 A Victorian demi fluted oval silver mustard with scroll handles, London 1891, 66 grams, 9cm £40-50

212 A set of 6 silver teaspoons Birmingham 1936, a set of 6 ditto enamelled spoons (4 bruised), 5 odd spoons and
4 loose Continental spoons, 228 grams £50-70

213 A set of 6 George IV silver bright cut tea spoons London 1820 and a set of 6 silver coffee spoons Sheffield
1897, 164 grams £50-70

214 A pair of dwarf silver candlesticks Birmingham 1971, 4 condiments, weighable silver 147 grams £60-80

215 A cased pair of silver mounted green glass condiments with plated spoons, 2 other cased condiment sets
£40-50

216 A 3 piece silver condiment Sheffield 1958, 131 grams cased £40-50

217 A cased set of 6 silver plated hexagonal salts and spoons together with a cased pair £30-40

218 A pair of silver napkin rings Sheffield 1957, 1 other, a vesta, 3 spoons and a propelling pencil weighable silver
107 grams £50-70

219 A pair of George III silver table spoons London 1803, 2 others, 290 grams £80-120

220 Six Art Deco silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1927 and minor spoons, 136 grams £40-50

221 A 5 piece silver and guilloche enamel dressing table set Birmingham 1979 comprising 2 hair brushes, 2 clothes
brushes and a hand mirror, decorated with roses £80-120

1 hair brush and 1 clothes brush are bruised

222 A silver dome topped photograph frame London 1986 18cm, a square ditto Birmingham 1911 13cm £40-50

Both frames are dented

223 A George III silver caddy spoon London 1819, 4 spoons, a fork and knife blade 129 grams £40-50

224 A pair of silver pepperettes Birmingham 1915, a pepper, dish and photograph frame, weighable silver 187
grams £40-60

225 A Continental white metal filigree heart shaped dish, a book mark and scent £30-40

226 A pair of silver cufflinks Sheffield 1977 and a cased dessert spoon 59 grams £40-50

227 An Edwardian repousse silver photograph frame decorated with flowers Birmingham 1903 17cm £30-40

This lot is dented

228 An engine turned silver dressing table set Birmingham 1925 comprising hand mirror, hair brush, 2 clothes
brushes, a jar lid, 2 mounted bottles together with 4 other items £60-80

229 An Edwardian pierced silver napkin ring Chester 1906, cased, 4 other napkin rings 119 grams £40-60

230 A cased set of 6 silver handled butter knives, 2 other cased sets £30-40

231 An Edwardian coffee set with blue and gilt decoration comprising 6 cups and 6 saucers (1 cup a/f) with
Edwardian pierced repousse silver mounted holders decorated with cherubs Birmingham 1907, in a fitted case
£80-120
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232 A silver dish London 1909, a cigarette case, a baluster condiment and miniature hand mirror, a mounted scent
and minor items, weighable silver 181 grams £50-75

233 A miniature silver hand mirror Birmingham 1914, a condiment, ashtray and minor items, weighable silver 212
grams £60-80

234 A Victorian silver dessert fork London 1860 and minor cutlery, weighable silver 88 grams £40-60

235 A silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1930 together with an identity bracelet 143 grams £40-50

236 A silver salver with acanthus rim on claw and ball feet, Sheffield 1939, 1290 grams ( photo centre pages )
£400-500

237 Six Old English pattern silver dessert spoons, 5 ditto dessert forks and 6 ditto dinner forks, Sheffield 1935, 969
grams £300-400

238 A 4 piece silver tea and coffee set Sheffield 1936 with ebony mounts, gross weight 1249 grams £400-500

239 A Victorian silver dessert spoon, 6 silver fish knife and forks plates, 487 grams £80-120

240 An Edwardian style 925 circular mesh purse 35 grams £40-50

241 A pair of silver pin trays with Chippendale rims Birmingham 1914, tea strainer, caddy spoon, 3 silver mounted
jars and sterling silver brooch weighable silver 119 grams £60-80

242 A Victorian pierced repousse silver swing handled basket decorated with scrolls and flowers with engraved
monogram, London 1857, 702 grams, 28 cm ( photo centre pages ) £250-300

243 A yellow metal 18k necklace 45cm, 4.9 grams £130-160

244 A yellow metal 18k bracelet 16cm, matching necklace 33cm and earrings, 19.7 grams £500-600

245 A yellow metal 9ct necklace and earrings 70cm, 6 grams £70-90

246 A 9ct yellow gold expanding bangle 6.5cm, 3.7 grams £50-70

247 A yellow metal 995 percent bamboo style necklace, 33cm, 15.2 grams ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

248 A yellow metal leaf necklace 34cm and a pair of earrings 6.3 grams £80-120

249 A yellow metal 9k necklace 46cm, 12.8 grams £150-180

250 A yellow metal 9k rope twist necklace 38cm, 4.1 grams £50-75

251 A yellow metal 18k cross pendant and chain and a ditto, both 38cm, 5.1 grams £130-160

252 A yellow metal 9ct bracelet 18cm and minor jewellery, 12.3 grams £140-180

253 A yellow metal 9ct hollow bangle 6cm, 11.2 grams £130-160

254 A yellow metal Chinese ring size K 1/2, 3.8 grams £100-140

255 Three 9ct yellow gold rings sizes J 1/2, N 1/2, L 1/2, 8.3 grams, an 18ct ditto size N 1/2 1.2 grams £130-160

256 A yellow metal 18k necklace 40cm and a sapphire pendant, 2 grams £70-90

257 A yellow metal 9k chain 1.4 grams and an 18k yellow metal cross pendant 0.5 grams £40-60

258 A yellow metal Chinese ring 3.8 grams size L 1/2 £100-140

259 Two 9ct yellow gold gem set rings sizes K and L, 5.4 grams, an 18ct ditto 3.4 grams size N (two missing a
stone) £100-140

260 A half sovereign 2002 £150-180

261 Eight yellow metal 18k charms, 5.5 grams £140-180

262 A yellow metal 18ct bangle 6.5cm, 4.8 grams £100-140

263 Four 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, sizes N, O, P and P 1/2, gross weight 11.5 grams £100-140

264 A yellow metal bangle 3.8 grams, 5.5cm £100-140

265 Four 9ct gold gem set rings sizes J, M, O and P 9.1 grams gross £60-80

266 A yellow metal bangle 5.5cm, 3.9 grams £100-140

267 Two yellow metal 18ct rings, size M and N, 7 grams £100-140

268 An 8 strand string of cultured pearls with a yellow metal 18ct clasp, 19.5 grams, 40cm £100-150
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269 A yellow metal 18ct bangle 6.5cm, 4.2 grams £100-140

270 A yellow metal 14k gem set ring, size Q, 2.9 grams £50-75

271 An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring, 0.4ct, size J 1/2, 2.5 grams £140-180

272 A yellow metal bangle 5.5cm, 3.9 grams £100-140

273 A 9ct yellow gold medallion from the British Compressed Gases Association  inscribed "Goodenough Medal for
Gas Salesmen Session" awarded to P Pickering 1st Oct 1929, 23.4 grams £280-340

274 A Victorian repousse silver baluster mug with engraved monogram and S scroll handle London 1849, 178
grams, 11cm £130-160

275 A Victorian silver travelling shaving brush with engraved scroll decoration and vacant cartouche, London 1885
£50-75

276 A silver engined turned cigarette case Birmingham 1946, 216 grams, 14cm £60-80

277 An Edwardian circular silver tobacco box Birmingham 1906, 8cm, 88 grams £40-60

278 A circular Continental silver cup with repousse decoration 6cm and a Georgian silver scent bottle case 4cm
£40-50

279 A Georgian style silver plated brandy warmer with turned wood handle £40-60

280 A pair of Edwardian silver baluster peppers London 1899, 164 grams, 12cm £60-80

281 A silver pepper mill Birmingham 1936 9.5cm, a Victorian ditto London 1889 8cm £70-90

282 A Victorian silver ladle Glasgow 1844, a Georgian ditto with coin set base £50-75

283 Two silver spirit labels London 1974 and 1975, Whisky and Brandy 20 grams £30-40

284 An Art Deco silver jug Birmingham 1927, 3 silver condiments and a napkin ring, 242 grams £60-80

285 A cased set of silver coffee spoons and nips Birmingham 1928, 6 mother of pearl handled butter knives and
minor cutlery, weighable silver 307 grams £90-120

286 A pair of Edwardian silver pierced bon bon dishes Birmingham 1901, 72 grams, 9cm £35-45

287 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 68cm and a heart shaped locket, 13 grams £170-200

288 A hexagonal silver cream jug Birmingham 1906 95 grams together with a silver fob watch £35-45

289 A George III 2 handle silver cup with S scroll handles, Newcastle 1804, 444 grams, 15cm ( photo centre pages
) £200-300

290  An Edwardian silver plated two handled tray 66cm £40-60

291 A cased set of 6 silver teaspoons and sugar nips, Sheffield 1920, together with 8 spoons, 1 fork, 2 napkin
rings, an egg cup and a silver blade, gross weight 313 grams £50-80

292 An Edwardian oak, ex plated mounted, 3 bottle tantalus £60-80

293 A Georgian style silver bottle coaster Birmingham 2001, 9cm and 6 silver bean end coffee spoons Sheffield
1925 £40-60

294 Silver silver teaspoons Sheffield 1940, 70 grams £30-40

295 A gentleman's steel cased Longines blue dial calendar wristwatch  with blue bezel on a steel bracelet the
movement L619.2 the case 49598109 Hydro Conquest L3.742.4 with original box and papers, contained in a
40mm case £150-200

The glass is chipped, the bezel is scratched and the bracelet is scratched.
This watch is in working order.

296 A silver butterfly wing pendant and minor silver jewellery and watches £50-70

297 A turquoise cross pendant on a silver chain £30-40

298 A Tiffany & Co silver necklace, 58.3 grams, 39cm £60-80

299 A gentleman's steel cased vintage Sekonda wristwatch  with calendar aperture at 5 o'clock on a mesh bracelet
£30-40
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300 A mourning brooch, a string of coral coloured beads and minor costume jewellery £50-70

301 A gentleman's gilt metal wristwatch and minor pocket watches, coins and commemorative crowns £50-70

302 A quantity of Victorian and other costume jewellery £50-75

303 Minor costume jewellery and crowns etc £30-40

304 Minor vintage jewellery, wristwatch  etc £30-40

305 A gentleman's Eiger wristwatch, a collection of cufflinks and minor wristwatches £40-50

306 A Christmas 1914 Princess Mary gift tin £30-40

307 A World War II medal group comprising 1939-45 Africa and Italy Stars, Defence and War medal, complete with
posting box to A E Gregory, together with 2 Defence medals £30-40

308 A First World War pair of medals - British War medal and Victory medal to 144582 GNR.G.Parker RA with
reproduction photograph and short service paper £30-40

309 A First World War pair of medals - British War medal and Victory medal to CPL.P.Pickering.R.E with original
posting box £30-40

310 A Second World War Iron Cross dated 1939 and 3 badges £50-70

311 A collection of Second World War mounted and unmounted Army badges £30-40

312 A First World War Territorial War medal for voluntary service overseas to 200248 Pte.B.Cupit.E.Surr.r together
with a ditto Victory medal, 1 other and a 1914-15 Star £30-40

313 Two crowns 1896 and 1935 together with 4 sports fobs and a commemorative medallion £30-40

314 A First World War British War medal to 153306 GNR.F.H.Bush.R.A together with a collection of Russian
medallions and medals £50-70

315 A First World War pair of medals - British War medal and Victory medal to R19150.W.Hill A.B.R.N.V.R.
together with a silver cased pocket watch and 3 other medals/badges (a/f) £50-75

316 A Crimea medal with Alma bar to Charles Wood Coldstream Guards ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

317 A silver commemorative medallion Waterloo campaign medal limited edition of 37500, with original box, leaflet
and brochure £50-75

318 Four silver commemorative medallions 1977, each approximately 27 grams £40-60

319 A commemorative cased set - The Battle of Waterloo 1815-2015 comprising 5 bronze medallions and a 14ct
ditto 7 grams £140-180

320 Three 1977 silver commemorative medallions 84 grams £30-40

321 Five white metal repousse badges, framed £30-40

322 Four commemorative silver medallions 2020, each 31 grams, together with minor pre 1947 and other coinage
£50-75

323 A 1997 commemorative Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee medallion in original box £30-40

324 A silver sixpence of Elizabeth I third/fourth issue 1561 to 1577, 1 other folded and re-flattened, a silver
threepence of Elizabeth I folded and re-flattened and a silver penny of Henry III post provincial phase
1250-1272 Canterbury mint £30-50

325 A WW11 Danish yellow metal 585 enamelled Kings Emblem pendant and a silver lapel button £80-100

326 A brass sestertius of of Octavian struck during the final days of the Roman Republic, one side shows the bare
head of Octavian, the other side shows the wreathed head of Julius Caesar, minted in Southern Italy in 38BC
£80-100

327 Four silver commemorative crowns, 5 half crowns, 3 florins, a shilling, 3 threepenny pieces and 1 other £40-50

328 Two 1977 silver commemorative coins, each 28 grams and minor coins, crowns etc £40-50

329 A silver crown of Charles II 1668, second bust, The regnal year (VICESIMO) is given on the edge in words
£60-80
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330 A 1972 proof dollar and minor coins and crowns £30-40

331 A 925 standard USB stick, 4 commemorative crowns and a pendant £30-40

332 A pair of World War Two medals - Defence and War medal together with  a pair of cufflinks and a brooch
£30-40

333 A small quantity of pre 1947 coinage 227 grams £40-60

334 A folder of mixed crowns and coins and minor coins £30-40

335 A quantity of Continental coins and bank notes £40-50

336 Thirteen silver commemorative crowns 366 grams and 4 others £130-160

337 A quantity of pre 1947 coinage, 606 grams £100-140

338 Nine Clydesdale Bank polymer five pound notes £30-40

339 Four Iranian bank notes, 4 British Armed Forces bank notes, 8 Japanese Government bank notes and 2
American Civil War bank notes £30-40

340 Three Bank of England ten shilling notes, a one pound bank note and minor world bank notes £30-40

341 A gentleman's Dunhill bark finished and enamelled dome topped cigarette lighter £60-80

342 A Dunhill circular steel cigar cutter cased £30-40

343 A vintage Whiting and Davis Company mesh bag with gilt metal clasp and mirror £30-40

344 A gentleman's Dupont gilt cigarette lighter  and a lady's ditto £60-80

345 A gentleman's Dupont gold plated cigarette lighter and a Dunhill ditto £60-80

346 Of Bletchley Park interest, a 1939-45 British War medal attributable to Wren 74219 RM Jennerne Cowley
together with an Association of Wrens enamelled badge, a Grant of Award certificate and a letter from the
Right Honourable Nicholas Baker MP referring to her service at Bletchley Park, together with various editions
of the Enigma Symposium, paperwork, press cuttings all relating to Bletchley Park where she served £50-75

348 An Edwardian gilt propelling pencil, 3 others, a pencil and 2 white metal propelling pencils £50-70

349 A gentleman's gilt Parker fountain pen with 14k mount, and one other similar Parker fountain pen £60-80

350 A Victorian octagonal brass tobacco box decorated with a Cathedral 11cm containing WWII medal ribbons
£30-40

351 An early Celtic white metal bangle with a Coincraft certificate of authenticity together with a hardstone ditto
£50-75

352 Fifty uncut garnets, recovered from the River Thames, together with Coincraft certificates of authenticity
£30-50

353 A Roman bronze ring with geometric decoration size P 1/2, with Coincraft certificate of authenticity, a
Byzantine ditto size P 1/2 and an Egyptian hardstone figure 3cm (stuck) £40-60

354 A white metal 925 rectangular stamp box on ball feet 3cm £30-40

355 A silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1938, gross weight 167 grams, 13cm £50-70

356 A rectangular silver cigarette box London 1931, 16cm £50-70

This box is dented

357 A baluster silver shaker of plain form London 1911, 18cm, 200 grams £50-70

358 An Edwardian silver demi fluted shaker, Birmingham 1907, 85 grams, 16cm £30-40

359 A silver 3 piece condiment on a ditto stand Birmingham 1951, 144 grams £50-70

360 A novelty white metal propelling pencil in the form of a golf wood together with a pen in the form of a golf iron
marked S M & Co, in a fitted case, 17cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-100

361 A lady's Edwardian silver cased fob watch, fruit knife and a seal £30-40

362 A collection of Victorian bun pennies (rubbed) and other coins £40-60
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363 A Georgian silver half crown 1837, a Victorian silver crown 1890 and a small collection of silver coinage
£40-60

364 A quantity of pre 1947 coinage and a silver commemorative coin, 276 grams £50-75

365 An Italian 800 standard cased set of 12 spoons and a server with gilt bowls £50-75

366 Three silver mounted toilet jars London 1920 and 1923, contained in a leather suitcase with some accessories
£30-40

367 A platinum chain 46cm with a white metal cabochon star ruby pendant, ruby approx. 1.0ct, 5.8 grams
£200-250

368 A pair of white metal emerald and diamond floral ear studs, the emeralds each approx. 0.15ct, 2 grams
£150-200

369 A circular candle holder Birmingham 2000 11cm £60-80

370 A Victorian silver dessert spoon London 1889, 1 other spoon, 3 mounted items, together with a silver,
marcasite set cocktail wristwatch £30-50

371 A pair of yellow metal 18k diamond studs 0.4ct £100-120
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A Lalique Edelweiss bowl with etched lower cased marks boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-140

402 A contemporary Moorcroft vase - Nightwood by Beverley Wilks circa 1997, 25cm ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

403 A modern Moorcroft Florian ware style oviform vase Blue Chrysanthemum, impressed marks dated 2003
27cm, boxed £100-150

404 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a seated Schnauzer 11cm £50-75

405 A Studio glass fish in the manner of Antonio Da Ros for Cedenese 50cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

406 A pair of gilt metal mounted porcelain candelabra in the form of birds and flowers 28cm £50-70

407 A pair of Royal Worcester vases decorated with fruits and flowers by K Blake, G923, 16cm £60-80

408 A modern Moorcroft baluster vase decorated with flowers 9cm and a blue ground ditto 10cm £30-50

409 A modern Moorcroft squat shaped pale blue jar and cover decorated with clematis 10cm, a ditto green ground
vase decorated with a bird 10cm £30-50

410 A modern Moorcroft blue ground baluster vase with waisted neck 17cm, a ditto cream ground vase with insects
and flowers 16cm £40-60

411 A Keith Murray for Wedgwood, cream glazed rectangular ribbed box and cover 9cm £50-75

412 A modern Moorcroft vase with waisted neck, decorated a garden with birds, Inglewood 2003 20cm £80-100

413 A modern Moorcroft ginger jar and cover - The Tempest, limited edition no. 205/250 by Philip Gibbon 16cm
£80-100

414 Two Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures - Babbitty Bumble 1989 8cm and The Christmas Stocking 1991 9cm
£40-60

415 A modern Moorcroft pin tray 1998 9cm, together with a squat vase decorated with flowers 1996 13.5cm £30-50

416 Four Lalique wine glasses with twist knops, lower cased engraved marks 15cm £50-70

417 A pair of Wedgwood black basalt candlesticks 12cm £30-40

418 Lise B Moorcroft, a tapered vase 2014, decorated toadstools, inscribed marks 24cm £40-60

419 A pair of Italian Mansion House dwarfs 8cm £30-40

One has a chipped hat, the other has a broken sword and chip to base

420 A pair of Royal Doulton oviform vases with flared necks decorated with leaves 40cm £80-100

421 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern oval tray no.2649 32cm, 2 ditto lidded boxes £35-45

422 A Moorcroft pale green bowl decorated with flowers 11cm together with a modern green ground dish decorated
with fruits 11cm £30-50

423 A late 19th Century Meissen blue and white rectangular ink stand decorated with a bird and flowers having an
inkwell and sand shaker 22cm £40-60

424 Ten modern Moorcroft shallow trinket dishes decorated with fruits and flowers 11cm £50-75

425 A 1930's Gusl frosted glass Madonna and Child by Stef Uiterwaal 25cm £30-40

426 An Elsa Peretti for Tiffany, glass free form bowl 36cm £50-75

427 A pair of Maling ware blue and white hexagonal tea caddies for Ringtons Ltd depicting views of cathedrals
20cm £40-60
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428 A modern Moorcroft cream ground Columbine ashtray together with 3 small bowls 15cm and a modern
Moorcroft plate decorated with fruits 22cm £40-50

429 A Peter Adderley cold cast porcelain sculpture of 4 nesting cats - Pussy Galore number 34 of 195, 37cm
£70-90

There are minor scratches to all 4 cats

430 Louis Albert Carvin 1909 (1875-1951), a terracotta bust of a young girl, incised marks, 46cm ( photo centre
pages ) £400-600

There are minor chips to the base

431 A Wedgwood black basalt classical urn and cover with mask handles and lid with acorn finial 21cm, 2 bowls, a
lidded jar, box and cover, 4 dishes £60-80

432 A Yalos Murano bowl with lustre decoration, 50cm £80-100

433 A Studio Glass figure of a horse 27cm, a ditto vase, duck, paperweight and squat scent bottle £40-60

434 A pair of Victorian style clear glass walking canes 76cm £40-60

435 A Maling Ware transfer print blue and white teapot 1929 NE Coast Industries Exhibition Newcastle Upon Tyne
22cm, a ditto butter dish and cover, 2 jugs and a vase £50-75

436 A pair of Maling Ware for Ringtons hexagonal tea caddy and cover decorated with Newcastle scenes 13cm, a
ditto decorated with castles 13cm £40-60

437 A Lladro figure of a lady golf player 4651 28cm £40-60

438 A mid-century Bohemian clear glass tapered bowl 14cm, a Swedish turquoise silver inlaid dish 14cm £30-40

439 A Lladro group of a boy and girl on a see saw 22cm £40-60

440 A pair of Victorian painted glass vases decorated with a cross and leaves 22cm £30-40

441 A Victorian blue and white cake stand with river view 29cm £30-40

 Chip to rim

442 A Waterford Crystal glass table lamp with baluster shade and hobnail cut base 55cm ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

443 An Orrefors free from bowl 12cm £40-50

444 A Maling Ware for Ringtons tea caddy decorated with castles 13cm, ditto with Newcastle views 13cm £40-60

445 A pair of Victorian style Staffordshire spaniels with gilt decoration 30cm £30-40

446 Five mounted Prattware pot lids, hunting scenes 12cm and 9cm, game keepers 9cm, fete gallant 10cm and
interior scene 10cm, all framed £30-50

447 Seven Waterford Crystal sherry glasses 11cm together with 5 tumblers 9cm £40-60

448 Eight Waterford Crystal large wine glasses 13.5cm and 7 small wine glasses 12cm £80-120

449 A Maling commemorative plate - North East Coast Industries Exhibition Newcastle Upon Tyne 1929, 29cm, 4
mugs, a beaker, dish and box and cover £40-60

450 Three Prattware pot lids, figure fishing, Country Quarters and a Pretty Kettle of Fish all 11cm, framed as 1
£30-40

451 Three Prattware pot lids - Great Exhibition 1851 13cm, dog and ram 10cm and fishing boat 10cm, all framed
£30-40

452 A Wedgwood blue basalt teapot and lid, sugar bowl and lid, milk jug, bowl, tea cup and saucer £40-60

453 Two Royal Copenhagen posset pots 1572 6cm, 2 ditto 8570 7cm and 2 others 7cm £40-50

454 A pair of Wedgwood Jasper plaques, black basalt and pale blue basalt 22cm, 5 mounted plaques in an oval
frame and a portrait plaque 12cm £40-60

455 A Copeland Spode part tea set comprising 7 tea cups, 10 saucers, 12 small plates, milk jug, bowl and large
bowl £30-40
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456 A Prattware pot lid and base - Garibaldi 11cm, 4 others and 5 pots lids £50-75

457 Two Murano glass clowns 20cm £30-50

458 A Prattware pot lid - ice skating view, 5 others all 10cm, framed £30-50

459 Six Bavarian tea plates and a sandwich plate decorated with playing cards £30-40

460 An Edwardian wash stand set decorated with roses comprising wash jug, bowl, tooth brush holder, chamber
pot, soap dish £40-50

The jug is cracked

461 A cut glass jug, ditto and 3 bowls £30-40

462 A Lladro figure of a stated clown 19cm, a boy water carrier 20cm, a seated girl 18cm, a kneeling mother and
child 19cm, a girl holding a pig 16cm and a goose 10cm £40-60

463 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a boy 620 22cm, a Lladro angel playing a violin (a/f) 16cm and a cherry brandy
decanter in the form of a foal 16cm £30-40

464 A Bohemian tapered red glass vase 24cm, a moulded Art Deco bowl 20cm and a Studio Pottery vase
decorated with flowers 25cm £30-40

465 A Prattware pot lid - a pear 10cm, 3 others, ditto of an interior scene and an unframed pot lid £30-40

466 A Victorian vaseline glass 7 trumpet centrepiece/epergne with twist clear glass stems 53cm ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200

467 A Wedgwood Susie Cooper design Corn Poppy pattern tea, coffee and dinner service comprising 4 tureens
with lids, round vegetable dish, oval vegetable dish, 2 large serving dishes, small serving dish, 2 gravy boats
and saucers, 6 dessert bowls, 6 soup bowls, 6 saucers, 2 egg cups, 2 sugar bowls, 2 milk jugs, 10 tea cups,
13 saucers, 12 side plates, 12 dinner plates, 6 medium plates, 12 large plates, teapot and cover £80-120

468 An extensive Royal Albert Old Country Roses tea, coffee and dinner service comprising 13 tea cups, 13
saucers, 12 small plates, 12 side plates, 12 dinner plates, 2 tureens and covers, 2 tier cake stand, 2 milk jugs,
sugar bowl, 2 serving plates, 2 dishes, 6 coffee mugs, 6 two handled bowls, 6 saucers, 10 small plates, a
sauce boat and stand, 2 teapots, cheese dish and cover, sugar bowl and cover £200-300

469 A Booths wash stand set comprising wash jug, bowl, soap dish, slop pail decorated with flowers £40-60

470 A collection of modern Chinese carved hardstone fruits comprising bananas, grapes, pomegranate, plum,
apple and grapes £50-70

471 A carved hardstone Koro and cover with drop ring handles, 20cm £30-40

472 An early 20th Century Japanese pewter circular bowl with carved hardstone handles inscribed characters
15cm £40-60

473 A 19th Century  Chinese bronze figure of standing Guanyin 17cm on a shaped hardwood stand ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

474 A 19th Century  Chinese bronze hand seal 3cm £30-50

475 A Burmese bronze group of an Oriental farmer with water buffalo on a wooden base, stamped Mgsan Wa
Pegu 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

476 A pair of 19th Century famille rose baluster vases decorated with figures in pavilions 14cm, 4 character mark to
bases £40-60

477 A Chinese carved hardwood bowl decorated with magnolias 13cm £30-50

478 A Chinese carved hardstone brush washer decorated with ribbon 10cm £80-100

479 A Japanese circular 2 handled tray decorated with chrysanthemums 34cm £30-40

480 An early 20th Century Chinese Imari hexagonal bow decorated with flowers 15cm, a Japanese Imari bowl
decorated with dragons and flowers 21cm and 4 hardwood stands £40-60
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481 A Chinese famille rose hexagonal vase decorated with figures in pavilions and on a ground of flowers with lion
handles, converted to a table lamp 33cm £40-60

Handles have been restored

483 A green glass carboy, 55cm £40-50

484 A pair of Chinese famille rose hexagonal vases with leaf handles decorated with figures on pavilion terraces,
red character mark to base 23cm £60-80

485 A Chinese crackle glaze vase and cover decorated battle scene 32cm and a pair of Imari dishes 20cm £30-40
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A Victorian brass adjustable oil lamp stand converted to a standard lamp with wrought decoration, 144cm x
40cm £50-75

552 A circular 19th Century twin handled copper copper 26cm h x 53cm £60-80

With old repairs

553 A brass 3 piece fireside companion set comprising shovel, poker and tongs £40-60

554 An adjustable gilt metal bank lamp with amber glass shade 36cm x 29cm £50-75

555 An impressive pair of Victorian spelter figures of standing warriors, raised on shaped bases, converted to table
lamps, 59cm h x 22cm w x 17cm d £50-70

One figure missing a sword, some light corrosion showing in places

556 W J Jeffery & Co, 9 Golden Square, Regent Street, London, a fitted leather shot gun case with leather straps,
the top initialled HPB 9cm x 78cm x 23cm £70-90

Some scuffing to leather in places

557 A plaster model trout in a naturalistic setting, cased, 38cm h x 85cm w x 17cm d £70-90

558 A light brown leather "leg of mutton" gun case 18cm x 80cm x 7cm £40-60

559 Caldene, a red hunt coat with brown facings and plain buttons, size 40 £40-60

560 A pair of gilt painted wall brackets in the form of mermaids 50cm x 30cm x 25cm £50-75

561 Brigg, - The Perfect Shooting Stick, marked Brigg England £30-50

562 A Turkish Dallah copper coffee pot 28cm, together with an Eastern engraved and embossed coffee pot 40cm
£40-60

563 A Chinese hardstone model of a plant contained in a hexagonal cloisonne enamelled base 48cm h x 21cm d
£100-150

Several leaves and flower petals have small chips, some of the flower petals are missing. Three of the stalks
have wear to, or are missing there string banding. The cloisonne is in good condition

564 A 20th Century cast bronze bust of a ram raised on a marble and ebonised socle base 22cm x 20cm £60-80

565 Of Southwater interest, a Doulton Lambeth stoneware flagon marked J Summerfield, The Cock Inn,
Southwater 33cm x 17cm £40-60

566 A pair of Chinese carved bamboo brush pots 14cm £40-60

567 A pair of brass Adam style fire dogs 19cm h x 23cm x 8cm, pair of 17th Century style brass candlesticks 11cm
x 9cm and a goblet shaped brass mortar and pestle 13cm x 11cm £35-45

568 A Japanese rectangular hardwood box with hinged lid decorated embossed metal plaques 9cm x 28cm x 20cm
£30-50

Some plaques missing, base to the bottom is loose

569 A 19th Century  copper kettle with acorn finial 23cm x 14cm together with a hexagonal copper coffee pot 31cm
£40-60

570 David Cornell, a bronze figure - Champion Finish, figure of Nijinksy with Lester Pigott Up, on a marble base
19cm x 18cm x 11cm £60-80

571 Gill Parker for Franklyn Mint The National Horse Racing Museum, 3 bronzes - Byerley Turk, Darley Arab and
The Origin of Champions Godolphin Arab 15cm x 13cm x 5cm, on circular wooden base £80-100

572 A polished hardstone obelisk 46cm x 11cm x 11cm £40-50
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573 Four Royal Air Force squadron plaques no.6, no.25, no.153 and CX1 squadron together with a Swedish
military attache plaque and 4 other plaques £50-70

574 A brown leather Gladstone bag 19cm h x 24cm w x 45cm d £40-60

The leather is clean and supple

575 A Skultuna Scandinavian copper kettle with swing handle 10cm x 10cm, 1 other 15cm x 17cm, a copper and
brass bain-marie 19cm x 18cm and a copper pot with metal handle 16cm x 26cm £40-60

576 Franklin Mint, after Von Christian Daniel Rach, a bronze figure of Friedrich II 22cm x 18cm x 10cm £60-80

577 A pith helmet marked special makers Prince Hat, Real Pith £40-60

578 An engraved brass Arabic Dallah coffee pot with crescent mark 22cm x 7cm together with a plain ditto with
heart shaped mark 30cm x 10cm £50-75

579 A 19th Century Continental spelter figure of a standing man - Zephyre 52cm h x 16cm £40-60

Damage to the bull rushes

580 An Arabian brass Dallah coffee pot with heart shaped mark 35cm x 12cm, an oval engraved Eastern brass tray
50cm x 36cm and in Indian brass twin handled planter with elephant mask ring drop handles 16cm x 23cm
£40-60

581 A bronze figure of a unicorn raised on a rectangular base 14cm x 19cm x 6cm £40-60

582 A Japanese polished bronze twin handled censor the body decorated dragons and with elephant mask
handles 23cm h x 16cm £50-75

583 Franklin Mint - The National Wildlife Federation presents The Bronze Challenger, a bronze figure of a standing
elk on a naturalistic base 27cm h x 20cm w x 10cm d £50-75

584 An 18th/19th Century pewter plate 33cm (some contact marks and dents), 4 pewter plates with London touch
marks (some dents) 24cm, a Victorian half pint baluster shaped measure 10cm, 1 other measure (some dents)
£30-40

585 A Russian 19th Century triptych icon  of St Nicholas 7cm x 5cm together with a Coincraft certificate of
authenticity £50-75

586 An 18th/19th Century pierced bronze urn lid in the form of a seated sphinx 6cm x 7cm x 5cm, a carved Oriental
cinnabar lacquered bowl 5cm x 12cm, metal figure of standing elephant 5cm x 7cm x 4cm £50-75

587 Twenty eight bone and ebony miniature dominoes contained in a mahogany box, the base marked Albert
Leroy Brussels £40-60

588 A rectangular olive wood 4 division stamp box, the lid marked Jerusalem 2cm x 12cm x 5cm (missing a section
to the side of the lid), a book of Common Prayer printed by The Oxford University Press with carved olive wood
cover (a/f) and a carved walnut jar and cover 4cm £50-75

589 James Dixon & Sons, an oval pewter snuff box, the lid embossed a spaniel flushing a pheasant base marked
L1459 1cm x 5cm x 4cm, 1 other the lid decorated a retriever  base marked L1461 1cm x 6cm x 4cm £40-60

590 A chrome car mascot in the form of a huntsman and hound 10cm x 10cm x 4cm, the base marked M H N
£40-50

591 Great Western Railway, a cast iron tender plate marked GWR 2694 4000 gallons Swindon 21cm x 15cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

592 Great Western Railways a Vitreous porcelain and metal light switch marked GWR 3cm x 6cm, minor chip to
back, together with a vacuum pump, the dial marked Inches of mercury 0-30 5cm x 13cm £40-60

593 A Benin circular bronze bowl 8cm x 13cm £50-75

594 A bronze Roman style oil lamp decorated a Chi Rho 13cm x 6cm together with a miniature pierced bronze
spear 19cm £50-75
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595 A 19th Century steel seal decorated a stork, 1 other seal with turned wooden handle 8cm and a carved
wooden figure of an otter 12cm £50-75

596 Dennis Jackson of Sydney, an American style leather saddle together with a pair of 9.5cm Prince of Wales
stirrups £100-150

597 W J George and Becker Ltd, a Bakelite box containing 10 masse weights, a rectangular mahogany box
containing 15 ditto, 1 other with 17 ditto £30-50

598 Griffin and George Ltd, a display voltmeter in a mahogany case 42cm x 28cm x 16cm £40-60

Perspex to base is cracked

599 A glass laboratory measuring jug 44cm x 11cm (crack to base) and 3 large glass laboratory bottles £40-60

600 Griffin and George Ltd, a display voltmeter in a mahogany case 42cm x 28cm x 16cm £40-60

601 Twelve glass laboratory displacement jars 13cm x 5cm £30-50

602 Two 1960's X laboratory meters with shunt and scales, 7 extra scales and various shunts  29cm h x 30cm
£40-60

603 An Avo Universal meter, a smoke cell boxed, two inertia demos, various pans for scales etc £30-50

604 A W Gamage Ltd London, a late Victorian swinging plate anemometer circa. 1860, contained in a mahogany
case 5cm x 21cm x 15cm together with a large Platinum Resistance thermometer cased 13cm x 55cm x 15cm
£40-60

605 A Second World War double sided escape and evasion compass, a WWII railway service badge for Southern
Railways and a horn hunt button £30-50

606 A pair of gilt metal candlesticks in the form of tree stumps with bacchanalian figure raised on circular green
veined marble bases 16cm x 9cm (1 figure has been glued and is loose) £50-75

607 Langford Monroe, for Franklyn Mint, a bronze figure "Morning on the Plains" 17cm x 30cm x 19cm £60-80

608 A "Tibetan" copper and embossed brass horn in the form of a dragon 52cm £30-50

609 An Art Deco polished hardstone 4 piece desk set comprising oval standish with lidded inkwell 9cm x 40cm x
23cm, a rectangular blotter 8cm x 14cm x 8cm, paperweight 4cm x 14cm x 8cm and a seal 8cm x 3cm x 2cm
£40-60

The original glass within the inkwell has a slight chip, blotter has minor chips in places, paperweight chipped to
corners, the seal chipped to the top

610 A circular brass jardiniere with embossed panel to front decorated a standing saint 12cm x 24cm, a circular
Eastern copper sieve/colander 7cm x 33cm, an Eastern copper twin handled bowl with brass twin handles 6cm
x 28cm £40-60

611 Two Yamaha 211 silver plated flutes, complete with carrying case and various music £100-150

612 R F Murphy for Franklin Mint, a bronze figure  "Sky Chief Warrior of Thunder", raised on a circular base 28cm
x 16cm £50-75

613 A Victorian Malacca hunting crop with silver collar and stag horn handle, London 1887 59cm £40-50

614 A large copper saucepan marked A Frican.C 19cm x 24cm with copper handle, 1 other marked 3B.S with iron
handle 20cm x 29cm, smaller ditto marked A.C with iron handle 10cm x 25cm £75-95

615 Jones Bros. of Down Street, a waisted copper pan with iron handle 8cm x 26cm and 1 other 7cm x 21cm
£40-50

616 Two bottles of 2003 Chateauneuf du Pape Domaine du Dieux Telegraphe red wine £40-60

617 Three bottles of 1974 Chateau Centenac Brown, Cru Classe Margaux red wine £50-75

Two labels are loose and damaged, wine is to base of neck

618 A 2005 bottle of Chateauneuf-du-Pape red wine, 1998 bottle of Maison Louis Latour Cotes du Rhone, 2004
McHenry Hohnen Tiger Country Tempranillo and a 2001 bottle of Chateau Haut-Mazieres bordeaux £30-50
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619 A bottle of Bollinger champagne, a bottle of Veuve Clicquot champagne and a bottle of Duval-Leroy
champagne £40-50

620 Two Philip Harris school volt meters with silvered dials contained in mahogany cases 17cm x 18cm x 8cm
together with a scientific lab display meter 31cm h x 27cm w x 10cm d £40-60

621 A 17th/18th Century style turned oak mortar and pestle 10cm h x 12cm £30-40

Splits to the base of the mortar, the pestle has pitting to the side

622 A Zippo 50th Anniversary of The D-Day Normandy Landings, a limited edition lighter no.996/1000, boxed
£50-75

623 An Ilford 35mm Advocate camera complete with leather case and instructions £100-150

624 The Roller Beacon lighter, a McMurdo lighter, The Bedford Bijou lighter, 2 British Buttner pipes - model B1
boxed and a Meerschaum pipe in leather case £60-80

625 Nine various Astley pipes - 3 unnumbered, the rest numbered 4, 45, 60, 75, 77 (x2), a Llewellyn pipe, a
Charatan pipe, a Ronson Whirlwind lighter, 1 other Ronson lighter, all contained in a rectangular green leather
box by Alex Jones & Company £50-75

626 Two Dunhill pipes, 1 marked Bruyere 1205, the other Bruyere 2102,  3 James Upshall pipes and 3 pipes
marked Tilshed, 1 marked 3, 1 marked 4, contained in a mahogany wall display cabinet £50-75

627 An Air Ministry altimeter marked 6A699 together with a Smiths tachometer, boxed £40-60

628 Seven various glass laboratory discharge lamps £40-60

629 Twenty one glass hydrometers £40-60

630 A Griffin and George Ltd. travelling microscope 37cm h x 43cm w x 17cm d, a circular metal pressure table
together with an E.Bourdon's patent vacuum gauge and 2 large lenses £40-60

631 A 19th Century gilt metal single pillar microscope, the base marked W11655 £70-90

632 Ten various brass bell weights - 5kg, 1000mrg, 500mrg (x2), 200mrg, 50grams, 20grams, 10grams (x2),
5grams, 7 various brass money weights - ten pound fifty pences, five pounds silver, one pound bronze, one
pound one hundred notes, one hundred five pound notes, fifty pence bronze, 25 pence bronze £40-60

633 A GEC chromed candlestick dial telephone (dial loose) £30-40

634 A Standard Telephone and Cable Ltd London P.A.B.X Routine telephone testing set contained in an oak case
32cm x 24cm x 20cm £40-60

635 A coopered oak barrel waste paper basket 30cm h x 28cm diam. £40-60

636 A Liberty English Pewter, Archibald Knox style diamond shaped box, the hinged lid enamelled a butterfly, the
base marked English Pewter Made By Liberty & Co 0907395 £50-75

The pin to the hinge has been replaced

637 An Art Nouveau English pewter Tudric hot water jug in the style of Archibald Knox, the body embossed heart
shaped apples, the base marked RD42110 Tudric O279 15cm h £40-60

Dent to the body, pewter is slightly discoloured

638 A rectangular Russian lacquered box with hinged lid decorated a figure with horse and standing child 5cm h x
19cm w x 13cm d (chips in places), together with a reproduction Victorian trinket box decorated maidens 9cm x
26cm w x 17cm d £40-60

639 A cast iron figure of a standing parent and child, the back marked R 20cm h x 7cm w x 7cm d £40-60

640 A Victorian brass and iron door stop, the handle in the form of a cross, raised on a spreading foot 32cm h x
15cm w x 6cm d £30-40

641 Louis Vuitton, a suitcase with straps 28cm x 58cm x 53cm, the interior with paper label marked Manufactured
in the USA under licence to a French Company £80-120

Scuffing throughout
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642 Thomas and Whitefeld, Oswestry, The Cross,  a 19th Century pressed metal twin handled trunk 47cm h x
60cm w x 44cm d £40-60

Key is missing to the lock so the pin from the hasp has been removed to give access to the trunk, some paint
loss in places, key is missing

643 Peal and Co, a 19th Century beech right foot articulated boot tree with brass panel marked Noel E Burton
Esquire, Peale & Co  makers 47cm h x 30cm x 9cm £50-60

644 A 19th/20th Century circular Burmese red and black lacquered tray decorated figures 63cm diam. £30-50

Heavily warped

645 Gieves, a Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve pilot officer's tunic with wings, labelled A.R Vick L/3/53 complete
with trousers £40-60

646 Army & Navy Co-operative Society London, a leather suitcase with chrome locks 15cm x 51cm x 37cm, interior
marked 83 £30-50

The base of the case is slightly misshapen, scuffing in places

647 A reproduction 17th Century polished steel chanforn (horse armour) 63cm x 39cm £50-75

Light rust and a modern Philips screw to the front

648 A circular wrought iron and glass hall lantern 41cm h x 21cm diam. £50-70

649 Brunswick for The Atlas Company, a manual sewing machine marked B, 23cm x 34cm x 42cm £50-75

All parts are free and running, signs of light rust in places

650 Slingsby, a wooden and metal bound bullion or platform trolley 30cm x 62cm x 47cm £80-100

Signs of old but treated worm, the handle is rusted, the wheels are free and running

651 A cast metal car mascot in the form form a standing retriever with pheasant 11cm x 11cm x 4cm £40-60

652 An album of GB stamps Victoria to Elizabeth II including penny reds £100-150

653 Three Ideal stamp albums of GB and world stamps including Germany, an Imperial album of GB and Colonial
stamps Victoria and later including penny reds, album of world stamps - USA, India, GB, France, Denmark, a
Lincoln album of world stamps - GB, Transvaal, India, an empty Sphere album, 2 small stock books of world
stamps  and a small tin of stamps some on paper £80-12

654 Two Victorian stamped envelopes with penny blacks, an 1872 6d chestnut Pl.11 stamp, 10 used penny reds,
an 1868 SG45 2d blue stamp, 1945 Military Victory Over Japan postcards - stamped and franked etc £80-120

655 A Wessex Knight blue stock book containing a collection of penny reds, tuppenny blues, mint and used GB
stamps - Edward VII to George VI £80-120

656 A collection of Elizabeth II first class picture stamps - 49 first class, 15 second class and 10 19 pence £50-75

657 132 Elizabeth II 1977 centenary of The Royal National Rose Society presentation stamps, 22 1976 150 Years
of Railways in Britain presentation stamps £50-75

658 A stock book of Elizabeth II mint GB stamps and various world stamps, a Stanley Gibbons postage stamp
album of used world stamps, brown album of used world stars - Spain, France, Finland, Egypt, a blue Quick
Change album of used stamps including GB, Germany, France £40-60

659 Approximately 480 Elizabeth II GB first day covers 1982-1990 £50-75

660 Stanley Gibbons Royal Wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer, 7 albums of mint stamps £50-75

661 Two shallow boxes of Edwardian and later black and white and coloured postcards £40-60

662 An album of 1920's and later black and white portrait photographs together with 2 albums of black and white
and coloured postcards including actresses, churches, etc £40-60

663 Seven albums of cigarette cards including Lambert & Butler, Players, Ogden, etc £70-90

664 An album of black and white and coloured postcards, First World War and later £40-60
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665 Three sets of Players cigarette cards - World War Two Ships, Aircraft and Cricketers together with a Wills set
of cigarette cards - Air Raid Precautions £30-50

666 Two reproduction table lamps in the form of oil lamps marked Paris Orient Express 50cm h (one missing glass
chimney) £30-50

667 A large brass shell case the base marked 1960 64cm x 17cm diam. £30-50

668 A Victorian iron anvil complete with stand, the anvil marked Warren? 839WW 62cm h x 61cm w x 40cm d (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

669 A 19th Century green and gold wire work embellished dress train 228cm x 90cm £40-50

670 Harrington, James "The Oceana of James Harrington and his Other Works..., prefixed by John Toland",
London Third Edition 1747, folio, rebound in red Morocco by Birmingham Library. Birmingham Library label to
pastedown and stamp to title page £50-75

671 Dixon H R P, "Kuwait and Her Neighbours" first edition 1956, bound in terracotta cloth with green and gilt title
to spine, 8vo., with dust cover and fold out map is present, Unwin Brothers London £100-150

The dust cover is in poor condition being taped and torn, there is a newspaper article stuck to the pastedown
and there is an ownership inscription on the front end paper

672 Barry J M, "Quality Street" and "The Admiral Crichton" illustrated by Hugh Thomson, Hodder and Stoughton
London (circa 1920's), bound in blue cloth and tooled gilt with tipped in plates throughout and with etchings
and colour tipped in plates throughout, in 2 volumes 8 vo., £40-50

There is minor damage to the top of the headband of Quality Street and there is foxing throughout both
volumes

673 Irwin Godfrey, "American Tramp and Underworld Slang words and phrases" title continues "used by hoboes,
tramps, migratory workers and those on the fringes of society, with their uses and origins with a number of
tramp songs" pub. London and Norwich, circa 1930, 8vo bound in red cloth and gilt to spine £80-120

Wear to boards, pencil to front end paper and back pastedown, stain to bottom of book block

674 Sassoon Seigfried, The War Poems of Siegfried Sassoon, London Heinemann 1919, First edition 12mo bound
in red cloth an paper label to front board and spine ( photo centre pages ) £70-90

Fading to spine, pencil to front endpapers, foxing to front and rear endpapers, fraying to book block, pencil? to
front board title label

675 An African sword with wood grip contained in a leather scabbard 79cm £30-50

676 A collection of unboxed valves including GEC, etc, some military £40-60

677 A collection of unboxed valves including Mullard, GEC and others, contained in a shallow plastic tray and 2
shallow boxes £50-75

678 A collection of unboxed valves including some military, contained in 2 green fruit boxes £40-60

679 A large Standard Telephone Company valve 5C/450A and a collection of valves contained in 3 shallow plastic
boxes £50-75

680 A collection of Haltron CV2666 valves £40-60

681 A large collection of valves including Mullard, Mazda, Sylvania, GEC etc,  all boxed and contained in 3 fruit
boxes £40-60

682 A Brimar 5R4GY valve boxed, ditto CV717 boxed and other valves £40-60

683 A collection of unboxed valves including BBC, Mullard, GEC, etc contained in 2 green fruit boxes £40-60

684 A collection of boxed valves including Brimar, Mazda, Philips etc, contained in 2 fruit boxes £40-60

685 An ancient eastern sickle with crescent shaped blade and snakeskin handle 54cm £50-75
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690 The Forrest Toys Brockenhurst, by Frank Whittington, a fold out diorama of a farmyard contained in a
cardboard case consisting of pig sty, stables and barns and a duck pond together with a number of wooden
hand carved and painted New Forrest Toys figures including 3 Friesians and calf, cart horse (leg broken but
present) and cart, 3 geese and an Airedale Terrier 50cm w x 41cm d (box size)  (NB - A similar example was
sold at Denham's in July 2023 for 3,300 with 25 figures) ( photo centre pages ) £1500-2000

691 Hornby Trains a No.101 Tank Passenger Set consisting of LNER 460 locomotive and rolling stock and track
£30-40

692 Dinky Toys, Lady Penelope's Fab 1 (No 100) boxed with original picture insert and complete with 4 missiles to
rear of car plus four spare missiles still attached on plastic bar £40-60

The car is in good condition, there are signs of minor paint loss around the car, the external box though
complete is faded and repaired with tape and the insert has damage that has been repaired with tape

693 Corgi Toys, The Green Horn is Black Beauty with original box and insert, complete with secret instructions and
spare flying radar scanners (x3 plus 1 in boot) and missiles (x2) £70-90

The box is in overall good condition although one of the flaps has detached and there is a tear to a corner,
insert in very good condition, the car is in good condition with no evidence of any major paint loss

694 Corgi Toys, a farm tipper trailer No 62 and a Massey Ferguson 175 tractor No 69, boxed with insert and a
Lincoln Continental Executive base only together with two TV slides (ship and boxes) £30-40

There is paint loss to the roof of the car and the ring to the trailer is missing

695 Corgi Toys, a James Bond Aston Martin DB5 No 270 in silver, boxed with insert and ejecting figure together
with an unboxed earlier DB5 No 261 in gold with ejecting figure, an unboxed Batmobile in gloss black with
pulsating flame (no tow bar) No 267, a Mini Monte Carlo rally car and a Dinky Toys, a Captain Scarlet
Spectrum Pursuit vehicle No 104, boxed with insert £50-70

The silver DB5 is in mint condition in box, the other 3 cars are all play worn, the SPV box and insert are in poor
condition with taped damage and crumpling, the SPV is complete with rocket and instructions but has
scratches to the underside

696 Corgi Toys, a Chitty Chitty Bang Bang car No 266 boxed with cloud insert £40-60

The external box is good colour but has got biro to left flap and some debris stuck to right hand flap, the
perspex is torn though the cloud insert seems to be in good condition, the car is in excellent condition with all
figures present

697 Corgi Toys, an Ison Bros Wild Honey Dragster No 164, a GP Beach Buggy No 381, a Bertone "Shake Buggy"
No 392 and a Fire Bug No 395, all boxed with inserts £60-80

All cars are in excellent condition, the perspex windows to all boxes are crumpled, all boxes have writing to the
box and some have minor tears

698 Corgi Toy, a collection of Whizz Wheels racing cars to include Roger Clarkes 3 litre V6 Ford Capri No 303,
Ford GT70 No 316, Datsun 240Z No 396, Datsun 240Z No 394, Porsche Carrera 6 No 371 and Ferrari 206
Dino Sport No 344, al boxed with inserts £40-60

All cars are in excellent condition, 4 boxes have scuff and wear marks the Porsche box has a broken perspex
window

699 Corgi Toys, a collection of Whizz Wheels vehicles to include The Mangusta De Tomaso No 203, ISO Griffo 7
litre no.301, The Mini Marcos GT850 No 305, The Morris Marina 1.8 Coup No 306, The 3 litre V6 Ford Capri
No 311, The Marcos Mantis No 312, all boxed with inserts £40-60

All the cars are in excellent condition, some of the boxes have spotting, the perspex windows are dented and
all have slight scuffs and wear
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700 Corgi Toys, a collection of Whizz Wheels vehicles to include Lancia Fulvia Sport Zagato No 372, a 4.2 litre
Jaguar E Type 2+2 No 374, a Marcos 3 litre No 377, a MGC G.T Competition Model No 378, a Porsche Targa
911S No 382 and an Adams Brothers Probe 16 No 384, a Porsche 917 No 385, a Mercedes Benz C111 No
388 and Porsche Targa 911S Police Car No 509, all boxed with inserts £40-60

All cars are in excellent condition  - there are dents and discolouration to some of the windows of the boxes.

701 Corgi Toys, a collection of to include a Lamborghini P400 GT Miura Fighting Bull No 342, a Rolls Royce Silver
Shadow No 280, a Citroen SM No 284 and a Whizz Wheels Bentley Series T No 274, all boxed with inserts
£30-40

The cars are all in excellent condition, all boxes are scuffed with minor tears, 274, 342 and 280 are all missing
the perspex windows

702 Corgi Toys, a Grand Prix Racing Set No 12 (1971-72) consisting Lotus Climax Racing Car 158, Cooper
Maserati 159, Porsche Carrera 6 No 330 and a Volkswagen breakdown truck and tender No 490 (decal racing
club) with  14 cones, 2 spare tyres, 2 hay bales and 3 pit crew figures, contained in original polystyrene insert
but missing external box £40-60

All cars are play worn and have signs of paint loss

703 Corgi Toys, a Corgi Gift Set Country Farm Set No 4, a Corgi Gift Set No 28, Mazda Pick Up Trailer and Dinghy
and a Corgi Toys Gift Set No 29 Duckhams Formula 1 Sertees Racing Set, all boxed with inserts £50-75

All sets are complete although the perspex windows are crumpled on all sets, No 29 is missing a folding edge
of the outer flap, all inserts are present with accessories and figures, boxes have fading and wear to corners

704 Corgi Toys, a Sertees TS9 F1 car No 150, a Yardley McLaren F1 Racing Car No 151, Ferrari 312 B2 No 152,
a TS98 Team Sertees No 153, a John Player Special Lotus No 154, a UOP Shadow No 155, Graham Hills
Embassy Shadow No 156, Corgi Tyrell-Ford F1 No 158, Patrick Eagle Racing Car No 159 and a Hesketh 308
F1 No 160, all boxed with inserts £40-60

Many of the perspex windows to the boxes are dented, all boxes have slight scuffing and minor tears to edges

705 Corgi Toys, a Santa Pods Raceway Commuter Dragster No 161, The Santa Pod Glow Worm Dragster No 163,
The Adams Drag-Star No 165, Ford Mustang Organ Grinder Dragster No 166, US Racing Buggy No 167,
Silver Streak Swedish Jet Car No 169 and John Wollfe Dragster No 170, all boxed with inserts £30-40

The perspex windows are dented on all boxes and edges of boxes are scuffed

706 Corgi Toys, a Ford Cortina Police Car No 402, a Police Vigilant Range Rover No 461, Breakdown Truck No
477, Range Rover Ambulance No 482, a High-Dash Speed Ambulance No 700, High-Speed Mini-Coach No
701, Breakdown Truck No 702 and a High-Dash Speed Fire Engine No 703, Hughes 369 Police Helicopter No
921 and Sikorsky Skycrane Casualty Helicopter No 922, all boxed with inserts £40-50

The perspex windows are dented on all boxes and edges of boxes are scuffed

707 Corgi Toys, a GT Miura No 319, a Ferrari Daytona 365 No 323, JCB/Corgi Le Mans Ferrari Daytona 365 No
324, a Mustang Mack 1 No 329, a Ford 3 litre Capri GT No 331 and a Can-Am Porsche 917-10 No 397, all
boxed with inserts £30-40

The perspex windows are dented on all boxes and boxes are scuffed and 397 box is quite crumpled

708 Corgi Toys, A Mercedes Benz 240D No 285, Jaguar XJ12C No 286, a Minissima No 288, a Monte Carlo Mini
Cooper No 308, Fiat X1/9-Bertone No 314, Alfa-Romeo Pininfarina P.32 No 380, Mercedes Benz 350SL No
393, Volkswagen 1300 Motor School Car No 400, Skip Dumper No 403, Land Rover No 348 and Mazda
B1600 No 493, all boxed with inserts £40-60

Most of the perspex windows are dented and all the boxes have scuff marks
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709 Corgi Toys, a collection of military vehicles to include Centurion Tank MKIII No 901, Chieftain Tank No 903,
SU100 Russian Tank Destroyer No 905, Saladin Armoured Car No 906 and Bell AH-1G Helicopter No 920, all
boxed with inserts £30-40

The helicopter box is crushed

710 Corgi Toys, a Corgi Gift Set No 19 Land Rover, Nipper Aircraft and Trailer, Corgi Gift Set No 24 Mercedes
Benz 240D and Touring Caravan and Corgi Gift Set No 26 Beach Buggy and Sailing Boat, all boxed with
inserts £40-60

All boxes are scuffed to the edges and the perspex windows are all dented

711 Corgi Toys, a die-cast 18:1 scale model of a J.P.S. Lotus Formula 1 car No 190, together with the Texaco
Marlboro McLaren M23 F1 car No 191, both boxed with card inserts £40-60

712 A Corgi Major "Homes Wrecker" Recovery Vehicle No 142 (missing operator figure), a Wrecker Truck No 144
and a Mazda Motorway Maintenance Truck No 413, all boxed with inserts £40-60

All trucks have got crumpled perspex windows

713 A Corgi Major Carrimore Tri-Deck MKV Car Transporter No 1146, a Mack Truck with Gloster Saro  Petrol
Tanker No 1152, a MF50B Tractor with Shovel No 54 and a Mack Container Truck No 1106, all boxed with
inserts £30-40

The car transporter is play worn and the box is taped and missing its perspex window, the other boxes all have
dented perspex windows

714 Corgi Toys, a Corgi Toys Gift Set No 2 Mercedes Benz Unimog No 406,  Goose Dumper Priestman Cub
Shovel and a Corgi Major Crane and Bottom Dumper No 1102, a Priestman Boom Crane with Grab No 1153
and a Mack-Priestman Crane Truck No 1154, all boxed with inserts £30-40

Gift set 2 is missing its perspex window, the 1154 box is torn and all other perspex windows are either dented
or missing

715 A tinplate Minic rubbish truck together with a wind up tinplate circus clown and horse £40-50

716 A wooden scratch built model of the Destroyer HMS Venus R50 33cm h x 119cm l x 19cm w £50-75

717 A Mamod T.E.1A steam traction engine, boxed and complete with lamp, funnel and steering rod £50-75

718 Two Dean Mickey Mouse felt figures 22cm and 19cm together with a ditto hand puppet 21cm £50-75

719 A Bay City Rollers watch, mug and signed pillow case, won in an Oh Boy competition £50-75
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 Herman Gustave Kerkomer (German) oil on board signed, a gentleman standing at a stove, smoking a pipe
34cm x 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

802 William Sidney Cooper 1893 (English 1854-1927), watercolour signed and dated, cattle crossing a bridge
25cm x 34cm £100-150

803 George D Callow, (English 1829-1878) watercolours a pair, coastal scene with moored fishing vessels 16cm x
25cm ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

804 Goyo Studio, two Japanese woodblock prints - interior scene with lady 28cm x 18cm and lady on a balcony
27cm x 18cm £60-80

805 Early 20th Century oil on board, advertising, study of a Dunhill pipe, unsigned with accompanying letter from
Alfred Dunhill 29cm x 43cm £100-140

806 Harry George Theaker RBA (English) watercolour unsigned "Sussex Downs View" 24cm x 32cm, labels on
verso £50-70

807 Alexander Ballingall 1912 (Scottish) watercolour, loch scene Kuttlaister Burravoe at sunset 34cm x 48cm
£50-70

808 20th Century (European) watercolours indistinctly signed, Italian coastal scenes with figures 19cm x 38cm
£100-150

809 Indian watercolours, study of a seated gentleman 22cm x 12cm and ladies on a pavilion terrace 24cm x 15cm
£50-70

810 ** E Therry, oil on board, still life study of flowers 57cm x 78cm, contained in a hexadecagon  frame **Please
Note - Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot £40-60

811 William Lionel Wylie, (British 1851-1931), etching, fishing boats off Ryde, signed in pencil with Robert
Dunthorpe label to the back 17cm x 38cm £100-150

812 John Faulkner (British 1835-1894) watercolour, rural scene with figures before a church, Pinner Middlesex,
signed 46cm x 97cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

813 Victorian pencil drawings, unsigned, portraits, interior scenes and animals, 29 framed as 2 £50-80

814 G D, watercolour monogrammed, battle scene before a castle 42cm x 52cm £50-75

815 Monique Larose, 20th Century oil on canvas, study of zebra, rabbits and giraffe beneath fruiting trees 122cm x
70cm £50-80

This is patched in three places and there is some paint loss

816 David Shepherd (English 1931-2017), limited edition print "Kilaguni Babies" signed in pencil no.581 of 1000,
inscribed Happy 70th Birthday and best wishes David Shepherd 25cm x 40cm £50-80

817 Michael Bentine (British 1922-1996) pen and wash signed and dated 1964 "The Burguiba Museum Tunis" with
typed label to the back 92cm x 58cm £50-75

818 **Edward Wesson (British 1910-1983) watercolour signed "Amberley Castle" 20cm x 29cm **Please Note -
Artist's Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot £50-75
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819 Cecil Wilson, 1935,(English) oil on canvas, study of a horse in landscape 63cm x 75cm £50-75

Holed and minor paint loss

820 H Hooper, (British) oil on board, farmyard scene with chickens and distant hills 29cm x 39cm £80-120

821 H Hooper (British), oil on board, chickens feeding before a barn 29cm x 39cm £80-120

822 A Victorian oil on glass, Maritime scene in choppy seas, oval 35cm x 43cm £50-75

823 ** Philip Naviasky, (British 1894-1983) pencil sketch of ladies making fishing nets, label on verso 22cm x 13cm
** Please Note - Artist's Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot £50-75

824 ** Philip Naviasky (British 1894-1983), pencil sketch of a horse 23cm x 31cm ** Please Note - Artist's Re-sale
Rights may be payable on this lot £50-75

825 Etching, study of an owl on a tree stump, unsigned 28cm x 26cm £40-60

826 Early 20th Century Chinese reverse paintings on glass, studies of ladies in mountainous landscapes 59cm x
25cm £60-80

827 Exhibition poster, Carol Thornton Gallery,  "In Loretto Santa Fe New Mexico" 78cm x 57cm £40-60

828 Ten early 20th Century Chinese paintings on card of ladies at pursuits contained in a folder 19cm x 11cm
£40-60
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 Fugo, Fuge Salmon + Whitchch Fecit, (as marked on the dial)  an 18th Century longcase clock striking on bell,
the 30cm arched gilt dial with bird and silvered chapter ring, minute indicator and calendar aperture, contained
in a crossbanded oak case 213cm h, complete with pendulum, key and weights £200-300

852 Newhaven Clock Company, an American striking wall clock with 21cm painted dial, Roman numerals, the door
with print panel decorated a sailing ship complete with pendulum, weights and key 65cm h x 39cm x 10cm d
£40-60

Clock is currently running

853 Norland, an Art Deco 8 day chiming mantel clock with square silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in a
crossbanded walnut case 24cm h x 27cm w x 15cm d, complete with pendulum, no key £40-60

854 A Vienna style striking regulator, the 16cm dial with subsidiary second hand and Roman numerals, contained
in a walnut and ebonised case 130cm h x 32cm w x 15cm d, complete with pendulum key and weights, the
clock is currently running £60-80

855 A 19th Century French mantel clock with enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a gilt painted spelter
case decorated a navigator contemplating a globe supported by instruments 26cm h x 35cm w x 10cm,
complete with pendulum and key £40-60

Section of spelter to the side is damaged and loose, the clock is currently running

856 A Vienna style regulator with 12cm paper dial, the centre embossed a bird, complete with grid iron pendulum
and key 71cm h x 32cm w x 16cm d £40-50

Clock currently not running

857 A handsome French 19th Century 8 day striking on bell mantel clock contained in a shaped gilt metal case
surmounted by a lidded urn, raised on a shaped foot cast birds, the dial with oval blue and white porcelain
Roman numeral panels, the back plate marked P L T H E 337, complete with pendulum but no key ( photo
centre pages ) £150-200

The clock is currently running, crack and crazing to the numerals, one is illegible, small section of metal let in
to the back of the base

858 A Continental Cartel clock with 16cm painted dial, Roman numerals and pierced gilt hands, contained in a
carved and gilt painted case surmounted by a longboat and supported by 2 dolphins 53cm h x 35cm w x 9cm
d, complete with pendulum and key, clock is currently running ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

859 A 19th/20th Century hanging timepiece, the centre of the enamelled dial decorated Chillon Castle, Lake
Geneva and with Roman numerals, contained in a gilt metal case 3cm x 7cm £30-50

Clock is currently running

860 F.H.T. a French Art Deco 8 day timepiece with 11cm silvered dial, Arabic numerals, contained in a 2 colour
black marble case, 32cm x 32cm x 10cm £30-50

Clock is currently running, but has no key, there are 3 large chips to the top of the marble case.

861 An Angelus Meteo desk top weather station alarm clock, the top inset a compass, the sides with barometer,
thermometer, hygrometer and 8 day alarm clock, contained in a square revolving gilt metal case on a
spreading foot, the base marked 883 Swiss, 10cm h x 7cm w x 7cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The clock is currently running, there is rubbing to the gilt work on high points of the case, there are 2 chips to
the glass dial of the compass
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862 Gillett and Johnson of Croydon, a 1920's 8 day striking longcase clock, the 27cm gilt dial with silvered chapter
ring, minute indicator, marked Gillett and Johnson Croydon, contained in a carved oak case complete with
pendulum and key 212cm h £400-600

Sun bleached  to the door and base of the trunk

863 A Barrett & Russell of Leeds Victorian aneroid barometer and thermometer with porcelain dial, contained in a
carved oak wheel case, the dial marked patent number 12001 90cm h x 29cm w £40-60

Crack to the dial

864 Halum? Nottingham an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock the 35cm arched painted dial decorated
figures depicting the harvest, with subsidiary second hand, calendar aperture, contained in a mahogany case
complete with pendulum and weights 222cm h £100-200

Top to the hood is missing, the hour hand is bent, there is damage to the painting on the dial, section of veneer
is missing to the left of the escutcheon which is missing

865 Albert Villon, 19th Century French 8 day bedroom timepiece with 8cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals
contained in a shaped inlaid mahogany case 19258, complete with key £50-75

Clock is currently running, light contact marks in places

866 A Bremond style 19th Century cylinder musical box with 9 engraved bells, 38cm cylinder and 37cm comb,
contained in an inlaid rosewood box with hinged lid, raised on bracket feet 27cm h x 65cm w x 32cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £600-800

In full running order, the lid is slightly warped, contact marks in places
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A red and black ground Afghan rug with 30 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 173cm x 118cm
£40-60

Carpet is showing signs of wear

882 A red, black and white ground Afghan saddle bag 111cm x 54cm £40-60

883 A green and black ground Bokhara rug with 78 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 258cm x
157cm £50-75

Binding to the edge with possible moth damage and wear

884 A green, tan and white ground Maimana Kilim runner with all over diamond design 188cm x 66cm £70-90

885 A black, white and orange ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over diamond design 158cm x 100cm £70-90

886 A machine made tapestry panel depicting a seated couple by mountain lake 81cm x 79cm £35-45

887 A white, orange and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with diamond design 154cm x 64cm £60-80

888 A turquoise, tan, white and green ground Chobi Kilim rug 154cm x 103cm £90-120

889 A red, white and blue ground Meshwani runner with 6 diamonds to the centre 244cm x 59cm £100-140

890 A white, turquoise and brown ground Chobi Kilim rug 98cm x 58cm £40-50

891 A white, orange and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with overall geometric design 154cm x 64cm £60-80

892 A  brown, blue and green ground Persian rug with central medallion within a multi row border 213cm x 123cm
£50-75

Signs of flecking in places

893 A red and blue ground Persian rug with central medallion 162cm x 114cm £40-60

Fringe reduced, flecking and wear in places

894 A red and black ground Afghan runner with 7 octagons to the centre 143cm x 54cm £40-60

Flecking in places

895 A brown, black and tan ground Bokhara  rug with 4 stylised octagons to the centre within a multi row border
and signed 158cm x 96cm £60-80

Fringe reduce in places, slight damage to binding to the edge

896 A black, brown and orange ground Afghan rug with all over geometric design 119cm x 86cm £40-60

The rug does not sit flat, flecking in places

897 An orange, brown and blue ground Persian runner with 10 stylised medallions to the centre within a multi row
border 385cm x 70cm £100-150

Some wear to the binding to the edge

898 A red, blue and black ground Afghan rug with 3 stylised medallions to the centre 153cm x 107cm £40-60

In wear, damage to the binding to the edge

899 A red, white and blue ground Persian runner, floral patterned within a multi row border 406cm x 98cm
£100-150

Flecking in places to the binding to the edge

902 A yellow, white and black ground Chobi Kilim runner with diamond decoration to the centre 196cm x 61cm
£60-80
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 A 19th Century Padouk and inlaid brass chest  of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 84cm h x
81cm w x 44cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

There are 2 splits to the top, slightly discoloured, contact marks in places, section of brass inlay missing to
bottom long drawer and splits to the side

932 A 19th Century rectangular oak hall/window bench with scroll arms, raised on turned supports 48cm h x 122cm
w x 30cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Split to the top, ink marks

933 An Edwardian oak roll top desk, the top with 3/4 gallery and well fitted interior, the base fitted 1 long drawer,
the pedestals with 2 brushing slides and 8 short drawers 122cm h x 120cm w x 69cm d £100-150

Slight tear to the bottom left hand side of the tambour shutter, the desk is solid and in 1 section

934 A 19th Century bleached mahogany chest of 4 long drawers with tore handles, raised on a platform base 97cm
h x 114cm w x 54cm d £80-120

The top has a let in section of timber to the back where a superstructure possibly stood, the top is water
marked, contact marks in places, all 4 locks are missing to the drawers, 2 escutcheons are missing

935 A Victorian figured walnut and gilt metal mounted dome shaped trinket box with hinged lid 11cm x 25m x 17cm
d, having a plush interior labelled Parkins and Co, Oxford Street London £40-60

There is a 3 cm crack to the right hand edge, veneer is gently lifting to right hand edge

936 A 19th Century  octagonal carved hardwood stool raised on  turned supports 36cm h x 26cm w x 26cm d
£40-60

Light scratches and contact marks in places

937 A Georgian mahogany secretaire chest, the secretaire drawer fitted with pigeon holes, drawers and cupboard,
above 3 long drawers 109cm h x 110cm w x 53cm d £80-100

Top is warped, ring marks, crack to the secretaire drawer, 3 handles are missing

938 A 19th Century circular snap top tea table raised on turned column and tripod base 71cm h x 83cm diam.
£40-60

The top has been repolished, slight pitting and contact marks in places, brass bracing bracket to the underside
of the top

939 A Victorian ebonised fluted column/torchere with square top, raised on a square base 108cm h x 26cm w x
26cm d £50-75

The top has contact marks from the base of a pot, light contact marks throughout

940 An Edwardian rectangular Continental mahogany pot cupboard with hinged lid and fall front, raised on square
tapered supports 77cm h x 42cm w x 33cm d £40-60

The fall front is locked and has no key, water and contact marks, slight pit to top

941 A harlequin set of 6 elm spindle back dining chairs with woven rush seats 97cm h x 51cm w x 42cm d (seats
24cm x 20cm) £50-75

Signs of old but treated worm  in places, frames loose, wear to the rushing on the seats

942 An 18th Century oak dresser base fitted 2 long drawers with an associated raised back with moulded cornice
fitted 3 shelves, raised ons square tapered supports with replacement handles and escutcheons 214cm h x
166cm w x 54cm d £150-200

Section of timber let in to the bottom left hand drawer
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943 A Georgian style figured walnut and crossbanded pedestal dining table raised on a turned and fluted column
with triform base 132cm diam. £50-75

Sun bleached, contact marks in places, signs of old but treated worm  to the column

944 An Edwardian octagonal inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray, the centre inlaid a shell 61cm x 38cm £30-40

Ring and contact marks in places, veneer is bubbling

945 A circular Empire style bleached mahogany occasional table with green veined marble top and gilt metal
mounts, shaped stretcher surmounted by a gilt metal urn 74cm h x 47cm diam. £50-75

Splits to the top in places

946 A Victorian arch shaped over mantel mirror contained in a silver painted rope edge frame 173cm x 163cm
£200-300

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration and speckling. The frame has been repainted.

947 An 18th Century carved oak coffer of panelled construction with later Victorian carved oak panels and hinged
lid 66cm h x 121cm w x 59cm d £100-150

Top left hand panel to the lid has a split, contact marks in places

949 A 19th Century mahogany bow front side table fitted 1 long drawer, raised on square tapered supports with H
framed stretcher 66cm h x 72cm w x 47cm d £30-40

Top is warped, has ring marks and contact marks in places

950 An 18th Century circular oak wine table raised on a turned column and tried base 68cm h x 51cm diam. £40-60

The top has 2 splits, contact marks in places, the column has a split and there is and old repair to the base

951 A Victorian satinwood? chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with bevelled top, raised on a platform base 120cm
h x 121cm w x 51cm d £80-120

Top sun bleached, ink and contact marks in places, slight damage to the bevelling on the front, escutcheons to
the 2 short drawers are missing and which also have replacement handles, small section of timber missing to
right hand top edge of the bottom drawer

952 A pair of Edwardian beech framed tub back chairs with splat back decoration, the seats of serpentine outline
raised on square supports, spade feet 83cm h x 60cm w x 40cm d (seats 32cm x 30cm) £50-75

Slight movement to the frames, water marks to 1 arm and sun bleached

953 A Victorian style chiffonier sideboard with carved raised shaped back, the base fitted 3 drawers above a triple
cupboard, raised on a platform base 119cm h x 160cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Light contact marks in places

954 An Edwardian circular inlaid mahogany 3 tier folding cake stand 88cm h £30-40

Repair to the handle and sun bleaching throughout

955 A William IV rosewood chiffonier, the raised back fitted a shelf, the base enclosed by glazed and grilled
panelled doors, having scrolled columns to the sides 131cm h x 117cm w x 44cm d £120-150

Ring marks to the shelf, contact marks and pitting in places, the top is sun bleached, section of veneer missing
to left hand edge, there is damage to the beading on the left hand side, small section of veneer missing to both
sides of the base

956 A Regency rosewood, inlaid brass circular breakfast table, raised on a turned column and tripod base ending
in brass caps and casters 72cm h x 122cm diam. £240-280

Slight ring mark to the top, brass inlay raised in one place, signs of old but treated worm to the legs, 1 leg has
a repair, the base has an iron supporting brace
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957 A Victorian mahogany triple breakfront wardrobe with moulded cornice, the centre upper section fitted 5 trays
enclosed by panelled door, the base fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers flanked by hanging cupboards enclosed
by arched panelled doors, the centre section marked VR  206cm h x 248cm w x 56cm d £80-120

This wardrobe has been stored in a barn, the base is missing, there is water damage, damage to 2 of the
handles of the cupboards, sun bleaching

958 A nest of 3 Queen Anne style figured walnut coffee tables with quarter veneered tops raised on cabriole
supports 56m h x 54cm w x 41cm d, 53cm x 42cm x 34cm and 51cm x 33cm x 29cm £40-60

The largest is sun bleached and some pitting to the edge, the middle has light contact marks and scratches in
places, the smallest has possibly been sanded

959 A square Edwardian inlaid mahogany 2 tier revolving bookcase 88cm h x 47cm w x 47cm d £60-80

Repolished and restored

960 A William IV rosewood chiffonier fitted a drawer above cupboard enclosed by a panelled door with blind
fretwork decoration flanked by columns to the sides 76cm h x 104cm w x 36cm d £80-100

Top is slightly warped, has a split, section of fret work missing to the right hand door

961 A Victorian figured walnut and gilt mounted dome shaped glove box with hinged lid, the base with paper label
marked S Woolfield and Co. Glasgow 9cm x 25cm x 10cm £50-75

Light water marks to top, sun bleaching throughout

962 A Victorian  oak hall chair, the carved and pierced solid back carved a green man, raised on turned supports
90cm h x 45cm w x 39cm d (seat 21cm x 26cm) £50-75

There is a split to the back, the seat is warped, water marked and pitting

963 A Georgian style mahogany demi-lune card table raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 95cm w x 48cm
d £40-60

The top is scratched, pitted and contact marks in places

964 A circular mahogany Empire style occasional table with green veined marble top, gilt metal mounts and
porcelain plaques to the apron, raised on turned and fluted supports with galleried undertier 74cm h x 46cm
diam. £50-75

Contact marks in places, sun bleaching to the undertier

965 A Victorian pine bow front shop display cabinet 97cm h x 54cm w x 35cm d £40-50

Top is slightly warped, cracked and has water marks

966 A Victorian deeply carved oak octagonal occasional table raised on club supports with rectangular undertier
71cm x 79cm x 55cm £50-70

Contact marks in places

967 A Victorian mahogany kneehole pedestal desk with green inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short
drawers 74cm h x 123cm w x 60cm d £50-75

Green leather surface has some staining and contact marks, replacement brass swan neck drop handles,
heavily sun bleached, the base has contact marks

968 A set of 4 19th Century  elm stick and bar back kitchen chairs with upholstered drop in seats £30-40

Frames are loose, all have signs of old but treated worm

969 A 19th Century  circular bleached mahogany snap top tea table raised on baluster turned column and tripod
base 68cm h x 58cm diam. £40-60

Crack to top, sun bleached, pitting, ring and contact marks in places, the catch to the base if faulty and has an
old repair to the leg
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970 An Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany twin handled tea try, the centre inlaid musical trophies 3cm x 55cm x
37cm £40-60

Very slight warp to the tray, contact marks in places

971 An Edwardian rectangular inlaid mahogany and crossbanded 2 tier occasional table with bobbin decoration
69cm h x 74cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Small section of crossbanding missing to the top, slight warp, light scratching, possible old repair to 1 of the
legs

972 Arclight, an oak plan chest of 6 drawers, in 2 sections 84cm h x 114cm w x 81cm d £200-250

Water marks, scratching and contact marks in places, sections of veneer missing to both sides and the back

973 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame nursing chair with Berlin woodwork embroidered back and seat
decorated a bird amidst flowers, raised on turned supports 102cm h x 51cm w x 50cm d (seat 31cm x 36cm)
£50-75

Frame is loose, the wool work is slightly stained in places, signs of old but treated worm  to the back legs

974 A Victorian style mahogany dining suite comprising oval extending dining table with 1 extra leaf, raised on
turned and reeded supports 74cm h x 107cm w 195cm l x 239cm when extended, together with a set of 10
Admiralty tulip back dining chairs with over stuffed seats, raised on turned turned and reeded supports 90cm h
x 47cm w x 41cm d (seats 24cm x 28cm) £150-200

Table has very minor contact marks, all chairs are sound in the frame, all have light contact marks in places

975 A Victorian rectangular mahogany secretaire chest, the secretaire drawer fitted 6 short drawers and pigeon
holes with red inset leather writing surface above 2 long drawers, raised on a platform base 103cm h x 98cm w
x 54cm d £80-120

The warped top has a section of timber let in to the back left hand edge, ring and contact marks in places, the
2 long drawers are missing 2 escutcheons, scuffs to the base

976 A square inlaid olive wood trinket box, the hinged lid inlaid bluebirds with sliding secret compartment, the front
decorated books with sliding secret escutcheon 7cm x 17cm x 17cm £30-40

The top is missing a small section of timber to the back left hand edge, small section of inlay missing, joints are
loose

977 A 19th Century  camphor, walnut and brass banded military chest fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on
turned supports 105cm h x 99cm w x 45cm d ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

The top has pitting and light contact marks, sun bleached, there is a small section of veneer to the bottom right
hand top of the drawer, scuffing to the base, possible replacement feet

978 A Victorian carved mahogany and glass triple fold fire screen 105cm x 94cm £40-60

979 A Victorian rosewood pole screen with circular bead work banner decorated a parrot within floral garland,
raised on a turned column, triform base and scroll feet 176cm h x 44cm w £40-50

The top has a replacement turned wooden finial, small section of beading is missing to the bottom right hand
edge, the base is missing a small section of veneer

980 In the manner of Epstein, an Art Deco "cloud" walnut dining suite in the manner of Epstein comprising lozenge
shaped 3/4 galleried dining table, raised on squared  column supports 76cm h x 163cm l x 92cm w, together
with a set of 4 cloud back dining chairs upholstered in light brown leather raised on square tapered supports
83cm h x 51cm w x 43cm d (seats 25cm x 29cm) £600-800

The veneer is slightly lifting to the centre of the table, there are light scratches and contact marks in places,
small section of veneer missing to the base, the backs of the chairs have contact marks in places
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981 A Victorian beech framed slipper shaped nursing chair upholstered in white buttoned material 65cm h £40-60

Slight stains to the upholstery

982 A 20th Century octagonal Indian inlaid specimen marble pedestal table, raised on a carved hard stone
pedestal base 79cm h x 137cm w x 137cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Approx. seven sections of inlay marble have been replaced to the top and several sections are missing to the
top

983 A 1920's Chippendale style mahogany dressing table with bevelled plate mirror fitted 1 long and 2 short
drawers, raised on square tapered supports 142cm h x 114cm w x 58cm d £40-50

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, back right leg is loose

984 A Victorian metal framed armchair upholstered in white buttoned material raised on turned supports, 79cm h x
66cm w x 62cm d (seat 33cm x 39cm) £40-60

Signs of old but treated worm  to the front leg

985 A Victorian style "cherry" octagonal pedestal table, fitted 4 frieze drawers, raised on a reeded column with
triform base and scroll feet 79cm h x 111cm w x 111cm d £100-150

Sun bleached, pitted and contact marks in places

986 An Eastern hardwood and gilt studded coffer with hinged lid, the interior fitted 2 candle boxes, the base fitted 4
fitted drawers, having brass handles to the sides, 57cm h x 142cm w x 52cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

The interior with 4 associated turned wooden bun feet

987 A harlequin set of 4 18th/19th Century elm spindle back dining chairs with woven rush seats 92cm h x 46cm w
x 39cm d £40-60

One chair has signs of old but treated worm  to the cresting rail and 1 to the leg and foot

988 A 17th Century style oak refectory dining table, the top formed of 3 planks raised on turned and block supports
with H framed stretcher 73cm h x 197cm w x 90cm d £150-200

Top is sun bleached

989 A Victorian circular inlaid walnut snap top occasional table, raised on a turned tripod and column base 70cm h
x 58cm diam. £60-90

Slight mark to top

990 A Victorian light oak kneehole partners desk with inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers, the
pedestal fitted cupboards with brass drop handles 72cm h x 137cm w x 90cm d £100-150

Pitting and contact marks in places, the desk has been varnished

991 A 19th Century  faux bamboo ladder back bedroom chair with woven rush seat 82cm h x 42cm x 35cm 
together with a similar bedroom chair £30-40

992 An Edwardian oak sideboard with raised back fitted 2 drawers above cupboard enclosed by panelled doors
125cm h x 130cm w x 49cm d £40-60

Two marks to the top where a raised back would have been, the right hand handle is damaged

993 An Edwardian beech and elm tub back chair with spindle decoration and solid seat, raised on turned supports
75cm h x 58cm w x 38cm d (seat 33cm x 32cm) £40-60

Split to the seat, frame is loose, polish lacking to high points

994 A Victorian inlaid walnut music cabinet with brass rail to the top, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled
door 89cm h x 51cm w x 33cm d £40-60

The top is warped
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995 A 19th Century  circular Continental pine snap top table, raised on square supports with H framed stretcher,
the top formed of 4 planks 71cm h x 92cm diam. £40-60

Top is warped and shows signs of old but treated worm

996 A 17th Century style rectangular oak drop flap coffee table raised on turned and block supports with undertier 
48cm h x 79 cm d x 119cm wide when closed x 158cm when one flap raised x 196cm  when both are raised
£50-75

Scratches and contact marks in places

997 A pair of 19th Century  French salon chairs with  upholstered backs and seats of serpentine outline, raised on
cabriole supports 93cm h x 56cm w x 43cm d (seats 32cm x 30cm) £50-75

 Frames are loose, upholstery stained in places

998 A 1920's Queen Anne style figured walnut tallboy with raised back with 3/4 veneered top above cupboard
enclosed by panelled doors, the base fitted 2 drawers, raised on cabriole supports 101cm h x 92cm w x 51cm
d £50-75

Contact marks in places, sign of shrinkage to the door

999 A 1930's Art Deco light oak circular fire screen/occasional table with embroidered top decorated a bowl of
flowers, raised on square supports 64cm h x 55cm diam. £40-60

1000 A Victorian carved and pierced walnut show frame prie dieu chair, the seat and back upholstered in tapestry
material 99cm h x 52cm w x 41cm d (seat 30cm x 23cm) £40-60

Frame is loose, old iron bracings to the front legs, signs of old but treated worm

1001 A Queen Anne style quarter veneered figured walnut coffee table of serpentine outline, raised on cabriole
supports 42cm x 75cm x 50cm d £40-60

Light contact marks in places

1002 A 1930's Georgian style mahogany display cabinet of serpentine outline the interior fitted adjustable shelves
enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports 121cm h x 90cm w x
35cm d £50-75

The raised back is missing, there are contact marks in places

1003 A Queen Anne style mahogany side table fitted 5 short drawers, raised on cabriole supports with brass drop
handles 76cm h x 91cm w x 52cm d £50-75

1004 A pair of Georgian mahogany slat back hall chairs, the shaped backs with carved armorial and solid seats,
raised on turned supports 86cm h x 44cm w x 41cm d (seats 28cm x 28cm) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Frames are loose, 1 has a 7cm section of timber missing to the back leg, there is pitting to the seats, 1 has an
old repair to the right hand back leg and the other to front right leg

1005 A Victorian carved oak revolving piano stool raised on a baluster carved tripod and base, the seat upholstered
in red material 49cm h x 32cm diam. £30-50

The adjustable seat is in working condition.

1006 A Victorian rectangular mahogany clerks slope with hinged lid 16cm x 38cm x 43cm d £40-50

Escutcheon is missing

1007 A 19th Century style shaped plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 54cm x 66cm £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1008 An Edwardian oak and cedar smoker's cabinet, interior fitted 2 drawers in the form of faux leather books
enclosed by a pair of bevelled plate panelled doors 30cm h x 27cm w x 20cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Light pitting and contact marks in places, leather cloth to the base is worn and torn in places
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1009 An Edwardian oak Liberty style 2 tier occasional table, raised on carved and pierced cabriole supports 75cm h
x 51cm w x 51cm d £50-75

Frame is loose, ring and water marks

1010 A 19th Century mahogany twin compartment tea caddy of sarcophagus form with hinged lid, raised on bun feet
14cm h x 28cm w x 14cm d £40-60

Pitting to top, brass escutcheon is missing, section to centre requires attention

1011 A 1930's Chippendale style rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a mahogany frame 78cm x 46cm £50-75

1012 An Edwardian carved oak hanging smoker's cabinet, upper section with 3/4 gallery, fitted 2 drawers above a
shelf enclosed by panelled doors and raised on bun feet 46cm h x 32cm w x 17cm d £40-60

Frieze to front has been glued

1013 A Victorian rosewood 3 tier what-not raised on spiral supports, the base fitted a drawer 99cm h x 60cm w x
41cm d £50-70

1014 A 19th Century  rectangular coromandel cushion shaped trinket box, the lid with parquetry top and ring drop
handles, 12cm x 28cm w x 22cm d £40-60

Top is warped, some veneers are lifting

1015 An Edwardian Empire style waisted mahogany pedestal raised on square base 108cm h x 28cm w x 27cm d
£50-75

Pitting to the top, 4 holes to the base, veneers lifting in places

1016 A pair of French style carved beech salon chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in blue material raised on
turned and fluted supports 100cm h x 50cm w x 45cm d (seat 30cm x 28cm) £40-60

1017 A William IV square rosewood chess table with bead work top, raised on turned column and tripod base 80cm
x 61cm x 59cm £50-70

Split to the top, section of fretting missing to the top, sections of veneer missing to the base, water marks

1018 An octagonal carved Indian sewing table with hinged lid, raised on 8 turned supports 69cm h x 58cm w x 58cm
d £50-75

Hinge is a/f, missing a 20cm section of timber to the interior

1019 Artsome for Coach House, a coffee table in the form of a leather trunk with hinged lid 44cm h x 123cm w x
72cm d £100-200

Scuffing in places, some ring marks, one carrying handle to the edge is damaged

1020 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame armchair, the seat of serpentine outline upholstered in green
buttoned leather, the cabriole legs carved lion masks 118cm h x 76cm w x 76cm d ( photo centre pages )
£400-600

The frame is loose, signs of old but treated worm  to both back legs, some sun bleaching, small sections of the
carved paper scroll to the left and right of the back arms damaged, small crack to the seat, there are 2 iron
bracket repairs to the front right hand foot, casters have been removed,

1021 A 1930's Art Deco teak settle with panelled back, the base fitted 3 lockers with hinged lid 108cm h x 179cm w
x 40cm d £50-75

Contact and water marks in places, some staining

1022 An Edwardian winged armchair upholstered in striped material, raised on cabriole supports 100cm h x 70cm w
x 61cm d (seat 27cm x 28cm) £40-60

Frame loose, upholstery stained

1023 A Victorian oval quarter veneered figured walnut snap top loo table, raised on pillar and tripod base 75cm h x
135cm w x 105cm £50-75

The top is sun bleached, cracks where the legs join the column
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1024 Niels O Moller for J.L Moller Mobelfabrik, a mid-Century circular rosewood extending dining table 73cm h x
123cm w x 173cm l when extended, (with circular black Made in Denmark badge and circular red and black
Niels Moller for J L Moller badge to underside of table), together with 2 rosewood Model 62 carver chairs and 4
Model 78 dining chairs, 79cm h x 53cm w x 45cm d, the chairs upholstered in red fabric, (circular Made in
Denmark disc to underside of 1 chair frame), supplied with a Cites Article 10 certificate, reference No.
24GBA10V7YV2K ( photo centre pages ) £2000-3000

The table does have fading to the underside however the surface and extension are unscratched and of a
deep rich patina, the chairs are in excellent condition although somewhat faded.  The chairs have been re-
upholstered in red material

1025 Skovby, a set of 8 rosewood ladder back dining chairs by Skovby, upholstered in black rexine 85cm h x 46cm
w x 46cm d, supplied with a Cites Article 10 certificate, reference No. 24GBA1012N6S4 £100-150

1026 A 1970's Pieff style rosewood extending dining table, raised on figured chrome supports with wooden stretcher
71cm h x 91cm w x 137cm l when closed x 198cm l when extended, supplied with a Cites Article 10 certificate,
reference No. 24GBA10WV4NT5 £150-200

The surface of the table is in good order and the extension matches the tone of the rest of the table

1027 In the manner of Robert Heritage for Archie Shine, a pair of 1960/70's  floating rosewood and teak cabinets,
each with sliding doors having recessed dome handles revealing a right compartment of 2 long drawers (also
with recessed dome handles) and shelf and the left a twin bookshelf compartment,  56cm h x 142cm w x 46cm
d, supplied with a Cites Article 10 certificate, reference No. 24GBA10A86W86 £300-400

Both have water damage to the surface area, both sideboards are faded consistent with age

1028 A 1970's rosewood modular floating wall unit comprising 2 cupboards with aluminium pillar handles the
interiors each fitted a shelf,  2 smoky glass fronted cabinets with pillar handles the interiors illuminated and
each fitted a shelf, beneath a floating base with 2 long drawers forming a shelf,  supplied with a Cites Article 10
certificate, reference No. 24GBA10EB1F89, 45cm x 75cm x 30cm £200-300

1029 Giancarlo Piretti for Anonima Castelli,  a set of 5 Italian Plia chrome and perspex folding chairs, the seats and
backs formed of recessed smoky perspex, 74cm x 47cm x 39cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
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